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Abstract. Time-resolved investigations of ultrafast electronic and
molecular dynamics were not possible until recently. The typical time
scale of these processes is in the picosecond to attosecond realm. The
tremendous technological progress in recent years made it possible to
generate ultrashort pulses, which can be used to trigger, to watch,
and to control atomic and molecular motion. This tutorial focuses
on experimental and theoretical advances which are used to study
the dynamics of electrons and molecules in the presence of ultrashort
pulses. In the ﬁrst part, the rotational dynamics of molecules, which
happens on picosecond and femtosecond time scales, is reviewed. Wellaligned molecules are particularly suitable for angle-dependent investigations like x-ray diﬀraction or strong-ﬁeld ionization experiments.
In the second part, the ionization dynamics of atoms is studied. The
characteristic time scale lies, here, in the attosecond to few-femtosecond
regime. Although a one-particle picture has been successfully applied
to many processes, many-body eﬀects do constantly occur. After a
broad overview of the main mechanisms and the most common tools in
attosecond physics, examples of many-body dynamics in the attosecond world (e.g., in high-harmonic generation and attosecond transient
absorption spectroscopy) are discussed.

1 Overview
Rapid technological progress in generating shorter and shorter pulses has driven
the interest in studying rotational, vibrational, and electronic excitations on their
characteristic time scales. [1–3] This review starts by an overview of two areas in
atomic, molecular, and optical physics: (1) laser alignment of molecules and (2) ultrafast ionization dynamics. Both areas have in common that the dynamics of the
system is induced by very short laser pulses. Due to the diﬀerent characteristic time
scales of rotational excitations (alignment) and electronic excitations (ionization), the
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duration of these pulses ranges from hundreds of picosecond (1 ps = 10−12 s) down to
tens of attosecond (1 as = 10−18 s), respectively.
In Sect. 2, the alignment dynamics of molecules will be studied. First, a review
is given which discusses what have been done in aligning and orienting molecules
with optical laser ﬁelds. The underlying principle of laser alignment and orientation is presented in Sect. 2.1. In Sect. 2.2, the details of one-dimensional (1D) and
three-dimensional (3D) alignment is explained and what alignment and orientation
means and how it can be measured. The ratio between the pulse duration and the
rotational dynamics determines whether the alignment happens adiabatically or nonadiabatically. These dynamical aspects are discussed in Sect. 2.3. Schemes of achieving
orientation rather than alignment are reviewed in Sect. 2.4.
In Sect. 2.5, the some speciﬁc applications of laser alignment of molecules will
be discussed. It starts with a discussion in Sect. 2.5.1 about a new schemes to improve ﬁeld-free alignment in three dimension by using a multiple pulse scheme. Laser
alignment of molecules can be also used as a mean to prepare the molecular state
for further scientiﬁc investigations. Particularly interesting is the application of xray scattering from 3D laser-aligned molecules which is discussed in Sect. 2.5.2. In
Sect. 2.5.3 examples are discussed where the alignment and even the orientation of
molecules is crucial for studying angle-dependent strong-ﬁeld phenomena like tunnel
ionization and high-harmonic generation.
In Sect. 3, the focus switches to ultrafast ionization dynamics of noble gas atoms
on the sub-femtosecond (1 fs = 10−15 s) time scale. Even though many processes and
mechanisms can be well understood by focusing on a single electron, multi-electron effects can become important particularly for large atoms and molecules. The advantage
of atomic systems is their small size and their high degree of symmetry. For ultrafast
light-induced processes, this greatly helps to systematically study the importance of
details in the electronic structure originating from electron-electron correlations.
In Sect. 3.2 and Sect. 3.3 the two most prominent mechanisms in ultrafast science: one-photon photoionization and tunnel ionization are discussed, respectively. In
Sect. 3.4, the fundamental aspects of high harmonic generation (HHG), one of the
most essential process in ultrafast sciences which converts near-infrared (NIR) light
with wavelengths of ∼ 1 μm into UV and x-ray light with wavelengths in the 1–100 nm
regime. Because of the coherence properties of this UV light, HHG is the most common method to generate pulses with durations in the sub-femtosecond regime and
photon energies up to the extreme-ultraviolet (XUV).
The combination of NIR and XUV pulses oﬀers a wide range of new possibilities.
In the form of a pump-probe setup, where the pump pulse triggers the dynamics and
the probe pulse detects the changes in the system, either pulse could be used as pump
or probe. In Sect. 3.5, attosecond streaking experiments are discussed, where the XUV
and the NIR pulses are used as pump and probe pulses, respectively. Streaking makes
it possible to imprint the temporal dynamics of ionized electrons into the energy spectrum where it can be measured by a detector. For attosecond transient absorption
experiments discussed in Sect. 3.6 the function of the two pulses are reversed and
the NIR pulse is used as a pump and the XUV pulse is used as a probe. Here, the
electron dynamics gets imprinted in the spectrum of the probe pulse, which can be
subsequently measured by a detector. Transient absorption, to be more precise, is
more a statement about the probing step rather than the pumping step. Generally,
any other mechanism can be used as a pump as long as it is well-deﬁned in time
and preferably well-synchronized with the probe pulse. The latter is normally only
possible when the pump process is triggered by a second pulse in the terahertz, IR,
UV, or x-ray regimes.
In Sect. 3.7, numerical schemes are presented that makes it possible to understand the underlying mechanisms. In Sect. 3.7.1, the widely used single-active electron
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(SAE) model is discussed, where only one speciﬁc electron is allowed to move and
all others are frozen. Hence, electron-electron correlations cannot appear. The timedependent conﬁguration-interaction singles (TDCIS) approach generalizes the idea
of the SAE model. Here, only one electron can be fully active as well. However, it
can come from any occupied orbital. Furthermore, Coulomb interactions between the
excited/ionized electron and the produced hole state in the ion can trigger correlation
eﬀects. The TDCIS approach is discussed in detail in Sect. 3.7.2.
In Sect. 3.8, research on many-body eﬀects in the strong-ﬁeld and attosecond
regime are presented. In Sect. 3.8.1 it is shown that correlation eﬀects can already
happen in simple processes like one-photon ionization. Also the aspect of multi-orbital
contributions in the HHG spectrum, which is commonly neglected, is discussed in
Sect. 3.8.2. The dynamics of many-body eﬀects is best studies by a pump-probe
scheme. In Sect. 3.8.3 attosecond transient absorption spectroscopy studies are presented, which reveals novel ﬁeld-driven dressing mechanisms on a sub-cycle time scale.
Atomic units ( = |e| = me = 1/(4π0 ) = 1) [4, 5] are used throughout if not
explicitly mentioned otherwise.

2 Laser-induced molecular alignment: About picosecond and
femtosecond dynamics
2.1 Principles of molecular orientation and alignment
A wide range of processes in nature depend on the relative orientation of the objects
involved. This is true in the macroscopic world (e.g., collisions of classical particles)
and it is also true in the microscopic world of atoms and molecules (e.g., chemical
reactions [6]). Therefore, the interest is high in controlling the directionality of single molecules [7]. A very elegant way to control the molecular motion is by using
electric ﬁelds E [8–10] and magnetic ﬁelds H [11–14]. In the following the focus lies
on electric ﬁelds, since they have become the common technique to orient and align
molecules [15]. The strengths of magnetic interactions are generally three orders of
magnitudes weaker than electronic interactions [16]. Magnetic moments of molecules
are normally around a Bohr magneton (1 μB = 0.5 a.u.) and large magnetic ﬁelds of
around 1 Tesla are needed to orient and to align molecules [11]. Static magnetic ﬁelds
of this magnitude are quite diﬃcult to generate than corresponding electric ﬁelds.
The underlying mechanism for orienting and aligning molecules with electric ﬁelds
can be well understood by looking at the Taylor expansion of the vibronic (electronic
+ vibrational) energy levels Ei in terms of the applied electric ﬁeld E(ω) [17]
 (n)
(0)
Ei = Ei +
Ei (ω),
(2.1a)
n>0

(n)

Ei (ω) = −
(0)

1 (n)
γ (ω) · E n (ω),
n! i
(n)

(2.1b)

where Ei are the ﬁeld-free energy levels and γi (ω) are the n-th order dipole
response functions depending on the laser frequency ω. The symbol · stands for
(n)
the inner product between the two tensors γi (ω) and E n (ω). In Cartesian coordinates, the inner product of two tensors A and B of rank n reads A · B =

i1 ,··· ,in ∈{X,Y,Z} Ai1 ,··· ,in Bi1 ,··· ,in . Note that the electric ﬁeld E(ω) is a vector (i.e.,
tensor of rank 1).
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The homogeneous character of the electric ﬁeld over the size of a molecule allows
one to neglect contributions from quadrupole or even higher moments [18]. The ﬁrst
three dipole response functions appearing in Eq. (2.1b) are well known under the name
permanent dipole moment μ := γ (1) , dipole polarizability tensor α(ω) := γ (2) (ω), and
hyperpolarizability tensor β(ω) := γ (3) (ω). Note, the permanent dipole moment is
not ω-dependent. The ﬁeld frequency ω is commonly much lower than any vibronic
transition. Therefore, the ω-dependence of the response functions can be dropped
and the static limit (ω → 0) can be used [19]. The Taylor expansions in Eq. (2.1a)
is particularly powerful when relatively weak electric ﬁelds are applied such that the
inﬁnite sum converges quickly for small n.
2.1.1 Rotational potential
For common alignment scenarios, the ﬁeld intensity is in the range 1012 –
1013 W/cm2 [15] and lies in the perturbative regime such that it is suﬃcient to focus
on the ﬁrst three energy corrections in the inﬁnite sum of Eq. (2.1a). The energy
(n)
corrections Ei of the vibronic states can be viewed as a potential,
Ûi =

3


(n)

Ei (ω),

(2.2)

n=1
(n)

for the remaining rotational degrees of freedom. The corrections Ei depend on the
relative orientation of the molecule with respect to the polarization of the electric
ﬁeld, since γ (n) are deﬁned in the body-ﬁxed molecular frame. The orientation of any
molecule can be characterized by the Euler angles ϕ, ϑ, and χ [20]. Therefore, all
potentials Ûi can be expressed in terms of the Euler angles. Geometrically, the Euler
angles deﬁne three rotations, which transform the space-ﬁxed laser frame deﬁned by
the axes X, Y , and Z into the body-ﬁxed molecular frame deﬁned by the axes a, b,
and c. Figure 2.1 illustrates this 3D coordinate transformation. Commonly, the angle
ϕ refers to the rotation around the space-ﬁxed Z axis, the angle χ refers to a rotation
around the body-ﬁxed c axis, and ϑ deﬁnes the angle between the space-ﬁxed Z and
body-ﬁxed c axes. In general, the angle between a body-ﬁxed axis g ∈ {a, b, c} and a
space-ﬁxed axis F ∈ {X, Y, Z} is labeled ϑF g . In Sect. 2.5.2, these angles are used to
analyze the 3D alignment of naphthalene molecules.
In Sect. 2.2, the explicit form of the angle-dependence of Ûi is discussed in detail
for diﬀerent types of molecules and laser ﬁelds. If Ui is energetically larger than the
kinetic energy, the molecule becomes trapped in the potential and the orientation or
alignment of the molecule becomes well-deﬁned in the space-ﬁxed coordinate system.
If an entire ensemble of molecules is exposed to such an electric ﬁeld, a collective
(ensemble-averaged) orientation or alignment is observed, which is not random anymore. This is desirable, since the signal of a single molecule is generally too small
to be statistically useful. A collective orientation or alignment increases the signal
strength by the number of molecules in the ensemble, which can be easily of the order
of 107 molecules [21].
2.1.2 Orientation and alignment
Orientation and alignment refer both to the directionality of the molecule. However,
there is a subtle diﬀerence between orientation and alignment. For orientation in 3D,
all three Euler angles are uniquely deﬁned. In the case of alignment, there exists
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Fig. 2.1. An illustration of a coordinate transformation from the space-ﬁxed frame deﬁned
by the axes X, Y, Z into the body-ﬁxed frame deﬁned by the axes a, b, c. The rotations deﬁned
by the Euler angles ϕ, ϑ, χ are explicitly shown. The illustration is taken from Ref. [20].
© 1988 John Wiley & Sons, Inc.

a “head-tail” (C2 ) symmetry around each symmetry axis–meaning an 180◦ -rotation
of any symmetry axis does not matter. For perfect alignment, there exist 4 unique
orientations that correspond to the same alignment [22]. The degree of orientation
is measured by the quantity cos ϑ, where the sign indicates whether the molecules
is oriented along or opposite to the desired orientation direction. The measure for
alignment is cos2 ϑ, which is invariant under a 180◦ -rotation of the alignment axis
(i.e., ϑ → 180◦ + ϑ). For a randomly oriented (aligned) ensemble of molecules, the
corresponding
 2  1 1ensemble-averaged degree of orientation (alignment) is cos ϑ = 0
cos ϑ = 3 .
The measure for 3D orientation and 3D alignment requires at least 3 angles, one for
each axis [23]. One speciﬁc choice are the three directional cosines cos2 ϑXa , cos2 ϑY b ,
and cos2 ϑZc [24]. An average of these three angles can be also taken as a measure
such that the 3D orientation/alignment is characterized by one quantity [25]. Orientation and alignment can be measured experimentally via the angular distribution of
ion fragments of the aligned molecule [15, 26]. The ion fragments are produced by an
intense second laser pulse, which forces the molecule to Coulomb explode. Figure 2.2
illustrates how the degree of alignment is experimentally measured via Coulomb explosion. Recently, it has been shown that HHG can also be used to measure alignment
dynamics [27].
(2)
The potential resulting from Ei leads to aligned molecules, since inverting the direction of the electric ﬁeld (E → −E) does not aﬀect the potential due to the quadratic
(1)
(3)
ﬁeld dependence [cf. Eq. (2.1b)]. The terms Ei and Ei , which depend on odd powers of E, change sign when the electric ﬁeld is pointing in the opposite direction. Hence,
(1)
(3)
the potential resulting from Ei and Ei leads to oriented molecules [29–32].
2.1.3 Structural deformations
In most experiments the goal of applying an external ﬁeld is to inﬂuence and to
control only the rotational state while at the same time leaving the molecule in the
1

The angle ϑZc is identical to the Euler angle ϑ.
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Fig. 2.2. Illustration of measuring experimentally 3D alignment and/or orientation via the
side view and end view detectors. The molecule shown is 3,5 diﬂuoroiodobenzene, where the
Iodine atom is depicted as red ball and the Fluorine atoms are depicted as green balls. Note,
the space-ﬁxed frame is labeled x, y, z and the body-ﬁxed molecular frame is labeled X, Y, Z.
The illustration is taken from Ref. [28]. © 2007 American Physical Society (APS).

vibronic ground state [15]. Common way to achieve orientation and alignment is
with vibronically non-resonant optical ﬁelds alone [33, 34] and in combination with
static electric ﬁelds [29,32, 35]. However, alignment can be also achieved with resonant
frequencies coupling two or several vibronic states with each other [36–39]. It has
been shown that less intense electric ﬁelds are needed when resonant frequencies are
used [40].
Structural deformations may also occur when static ﬁelds or non-resonant optical
ﬁelds are used [41, 42]. Particularly for short laser pulses, where higher electric ﬁeld
strengths are needed to achieve the same degree of alignment [19], structural deformations start to appear [41, 43]. Nevertheless, the rigid-rotor approximation, where molecular deformations are ignored, is the most common model used [9, 15, 25, 34, 44, 45].
This model has been successful due to its great simplicity and explanatory power
for many experimental results. Some works have been done to extend the rigid-rotor
model in order to include centrifugal deformations in the rotational energies [46–49].
These deformations inﬂuence the rotational dynamics of the molecules, which becomes
particularly prominent for linear molecules [50]. A complete description of rotational
and vibronic dynamics, which may be even coupled to each other, is quite challenging.
In the following, the molecule is assumed to be in the vibronic ground state at
all times2 . Hence, the vibronic index i is dropped. All energy corrections E (n) , from
now on, refer to the vibronic ground state of the molecule if not explicitly mentioned
otherwise.
2

To be more precise, only the electronic state is considered to be in the quantum mechanical ground state. The vibrational degrees of freedom are described classically and not
quantum-mechanically–meaning the nuclei are classical objects with ﬁxed, well-deﬁned distances between each other.
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2.2 1D and 3D alignment
Depending on the symmetry of the molecule and on the polarization of the electric
ﬁeld, molecules can be either aligned around one axis (1D alignment) or around
all three axes (3D alignment) [15]. To understand under which conditions 1D or 3D
alignment can be achieved, it is useful to consider the symmetries of the terms entering
in the alignment potential.
For molecular alignment, only the term E (2) needs to be considered. Aligning
molecules has several practical advantages in comparison to orienting them. First,
not all molecules have permanent dipole moments (μ = 0 ⇒ E (1) = 0) and the thirdorder term E (3) has to be exploited, which requires large electric ﬁeld strengths.
Since all molecules have a non-zero polarizability [9], there always exists an aligning
potential E (2) . Second, quasi-monochromatic optical pulses can only couple to even
order response functions (i.e., γ (2n) ) and, therefore, generate aligning potentials.
The tensors E 2n+1 (t) vanish for optical monochromatic ﬁelds, since the cycleaveraged quantities of E n (t) only survive for even n. Cycle-averaging of E n (t) is justiﬁed when the ﬁeld period is much smaller than the rotation dynamics of the molecule [43]. This is the case for typical alignment pulses (e.g., wavelength of 800 nm)
with cycle periods in the few femtosecond regime. The typical time scale of rotational
excitations is picoseconds (see Sect. 2.3).
As already mentioned, the energy correction of the vibronic ground state is an
eﬀective potential for the rotational degrees of freedom [cf. Eq. (2.2)]. The rotational
Hamiltonian, where an optical pulse couples only to the polarizability α, is given
by [24, 44]
1
[L]
[L]
(−1)L+M α̂M F−M,avg (t),
Ĥ(t) = A Jˆa2 + B Jˆb2 + C Jˆc2 −

2
LM

Ĥrot
−Û (t)

(2.3)

where Ĥrot is the kinetic operator for molecular rotations, and Û (t) is the eﬀective
aligning potential induced by the electric ﬁeld, E(t). The rotational constants A, B, C
of the molecular axes a, b, and c diagonalize the moment of inertia tensor. The angular momentum operators are given by Jˆg with g ∈ {a, b, c}. The potential Û (t) is
[L]
[L]
expressed via spherical tensor products [20], where FM (t) = [E(t) ⊗ E(t)]M,avg is the
spherical tensor of rank 2 with angular momentum L. M is the angular momentum
projection onto the space-ﬁxed Z axis. The subscript “avg” stands for the cycleaveraged quantity. Spherical tensors with L = 1 do not appear for α and F (t), since
both tensors are symmetric.
The electric ﬁeld tensor F (t) is “well-deﬁned” in the space-ﬁxed laser frame
whereas the polarizability tensor α is “well-deﬁned” in the molecular frame. Since
the space-ﬁxed Z axis is the quantization axis in the tensor product of Eq. (2.3), it is
[L]
necessary to transform the known body-ﬁxed spherical tensor components αK (with
the quantization axis c) into the space-ﬁxed laser frame, which read [24, 44].
 ∗[L]
[L]
[L]
αM (Ω) =
DM,K (Ω) αK ,
(2.4)
K
∗[L]

where DM,K (Ω) are the Wigner-D matrices connecting both frames with each
other [20]. The three Euler angles are combined into Ω = (ϕ, ϑ, χ). It is exactly
through this coordinate transformation that the alignment potential becomes angledependent Û (t) → Û (Ω, t).
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Fig. 2.3. Illustration of non-aligned (A), 1D-aligned (B), and 3D-aligned (C) 3,4dibromothiophene (black circles: sulfur, dark grey circles: bromine). For non-aligned molecules, all orientations are equally likely. 1D alignment is achieved with a linearly polarized
pulse, and 3D alignment is accomplished with an elliptically polarized pulse. The illustration
is taken from Ref. [53]. © 2000 American Physical Society (APS).

The quantum number K refers to the angular momentum projection onto the
molecular c axis. The polarizability tensor α in the Cartesian representation is diagonal in the molecular frame with the values αa,a , αb,b , and αc,c . Note, the body-ﬁxed
frame that diagonalizes α is generally not the same frame that diagonalizes the moment of inertia tensor [51]. For small molecules (with a high symmetry), however,
these two frames fall together. In the following, only molecules are considered where
these two molecular frames coincide.
Only terms in Eq (2.3) contribute to the aligning potential where both spherical
[L]
[L]
[0]
tensor components, i.e., αM and F−M (t), are non-zero. For example, α0 is the only
non-zero component for a spherically symmetric molecule. Regardless of the complexity of F (t) the resulting potential Û (t) has no angle dependence, since only the
∗[0]
Wigner-D matrix D0,0 (Ω) = 1 contributes. This angle-independent potential results
in a global energy shift for all rotational states and, therefore, has no inﬂuence on the
alignment process and can be neglected [52].

2.2.1 1D alignment
The simplest alignment scenario is the 1D alignment of a linear (A = B, C −1 = 0)
or symmetric-top (A = B = C) molecules with linearly polarized light. For linearly
[0]
[2]
polarized ﬁelds, only the terms F0 (t) and F0 (t) are non-zero. The polarizability
tensor in the Cartesian basis has the diagonal entries αaa = αbb = αcc and, therefore,
[0]
[2]
only the terms αK=0 and αK=0 are non-zero. By rotating from the molecular frame to
∗[2]
the laser frame the Wigner-D matrix D0,0 (Ω) = 12 (3 cos2 ϑ − 1) enters. The resulting
angle-dependent potential reads [9]
U1D (ϑ, t) = −

αcc − αaa
cos2 ϑ [E 2 (t)]avg .
2

(2.5)
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Fig. 2.4. A schematic illustration of 3D alignment of SO2 with two diﬀerent linearly polarized pulses is shown. The ﬁrst pulse aligns the randomly oriented molecules along the most
polarizable axis. The second pulse aligns the second most polarizable axis leading to 3D
alignment. This ﬁgure is taken from Ref. [56]. © 2006 American Physical Society (APS).

The cycle-average of a quasi-monochromatic pulse E(t) = E0 (t) sin(ω t), where E0 (t)
deﬁnes the pulse envelope, leads to the eﬀective intensity [E 2 (t)]avg = E02 (t)/2. For
linear molecules, αcc > αaa and the potential U1D (ϑ, t) has a minimum when the
molecular c axis is aligned with the space-ﬁxed Z axis (cos2 ϑ = 1). Depending on
whether the symmetric-top molecule is prolate (αcc > αaa ) or oblate (αcc < αaa ), the
molecular c axis is preferably aligned along (cos2 ϑ = 1) or perpendicular (cos2 ϑ = 0)
to the ﬁeld polarization axis Z.
In 1D alignment, only one molecular axis is ﬁxed in space. Rotations around the
axes c and Z are unaﬀected by U1D (ϑ, t), since no ϕ and χ dependencies exist in
U1D (ϑ, t). As a consequence, the molecular axes a and b are aligned within a plane
but it is not possible to hold either axis in a particular direction within this plane.

2.2.2 3D alignment
3D alignment requires that all three molecular axes are ﬁxed in space [25] (see
Fig. 2.3). The potential Û in Eq. (2.3) can only lead to 3D alignment, when Û depends on all three Euler angels ϕ, ϑ, χ [45]. The ϑ dependence enters, since F [L] and
α[L] have non-zero components for L > 0, which inﬂuence the angular momentum J
of the rotational states (for more details see Sect. 2.3). The ϕ and χ dependencies
[2]
[2]
enter only when FM =±2 = 0 and αK=±2 = 0 are fulﬁlled, respectively. On the one
[2]

side, αK=±2 = 0 is only possible for asymmetric-top molecules (A < B < C).
[2]

For symmetric-top and linear molecules, αaa = αcc and, therefore, αK=±2 =
[2]

0. On the other side, FM =±2 = 0 can be only achieved when elliptically polarized
pulses or multiple pulses with diﬀerent polarization directions are used. A schematic
sketch of 3D alignment of two pulses with diﬀerent linear polarizations is shown in
Fig. 2.4.
If one of the two requirements for generating a ϕ- and χ-dependent potential is
not fulﬁlled, only 1D alignment is possible. For instance, linearly polarized pulses
(no ϕ-dependence) align asymmetric-top molecules (χ-dependence) only around the
most polarizable axis [34, 54, 55] as for linear molecules. Panel (B) in Fig. 2.3 demonstrates this case. Elliptically polarized pulses (ϕ-dependence) used in combination
with symmetric-top molecules (no χ-dependence) align only the symmetry axis c.
However, this symmetry axis can be rotated in space, synchronized with the oscillating elliptically polarized ﬁeld [50].
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2.3 Alignment dynamics
Dynamical states in quantum mechanics are coherent superpositions of eigenstates
of the system (i.e., Hamiltonian). The discussion starts with . Many eﬀects can be
understood with symmetric-top rotors (A = B), while diﬀerences and similarities to
asymmetric-top rotors are pointed out as well. The rotational kinetic operator of a
symmetric-top rotor is Ĥrot = A Jˆ2 + (C − A) Jˆc2 . Its rotational eigenstates are given
by [20]
 Ω| JKM  =

2J + 1 ∗[J]
DM,K (Ω),
8π 2


Ĥrot |JKM  = A J(J + 1) − (C − A)K 2 |JKM  ,

EJ,K

(2.6a)

(2.6b)

∗[J]

where DM,K are the well-known Wigner-D matrices [20], and EJ,K are the rotational
energies. K and M are again the angular momentum projections onto the body-ﬁxed
c axis and the space-ﬁxed Z axis, respectively. Since the rotation is deﬁned in the
molecular frame, the rotational energies are degenerate with respect to M . In the
case of linear molecules (C −1 = 0), the rotation around the c axis is energetically
not possible (K = 0) and the rotational energies simplify to A J(J + 1). For general
asymmetric-top rotors, the kinetic operator

A + B ˆ2 2C − A − B ˆ2 A − B ˆ2
2
J +
J0 +
J+1 + Jˆ−1
,
(2.7a)
Ĥrot =
2
2
2
Ĥrot |Jτ M  = EJ,τ |Jτ M  ,

(2.7b)

mixes diﬀerent K states such that K is no longer a good quantum number. The
rotational eigenstates |Jτ M  are superpositions of |JKM  [45]. It is not possible
to give an analytic expression for the rotational energies EJ,τ in contrast to the
rotational energies of symmetric-top rotors, EJ,K . The angular momentum operators
are rewritten as spherical tensor operators Jˆ0,±1 in the body-ﬁxed frame.
Similar to the relation between x̂ and p̂x , where the localization of the wavefunction in real space requires the wavefunction to be delocalized (coherent superposition)
in momentum space, a localization of the rotational wavefunction at speciﬁc Euler
angles requires a coherent superposition of rotational states, |JKM . Coherent superpositions of diﬀerent J, K, and M states are needed to localize the rotational
wavefunction in ϑ, χ, and ϕ, respectively. Rotational wavepackets of a symmetric-top
rotor can be written as

cJ,K,M (t)e−i EJ,K t |JKM  .
(2.8)
|Ψ(t) =
J,K,M

The time evolution of the rotational wavepacket is determined by the time-dependent
Schrödinger equation,
i

∂
|Ψ(t) = Ĥ(t) |Ψ(t) ,
∂t

where Ĥ(t) is deﬁned in Eq. (2.3).

(2.9)
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Fig. 2.5. The degree of alignment cos2 θ (t) is shown for the symmetric-top molecule
CF3 Br. The diﬀerent regimes of alignment dynamics are shown ranging from purely impulsive alignment (a) via mostly non-adiabatic (b) and quasi-adiabatic alignment (c) to
perfectly adiabatic alignment (d). The pulse duration changes from 50 fs (a) over 10 ps
(b) and 95 ps (c) to 1 ns (d). The revival period 1/(2A) of CF3 Br seen in (a) is close
to 240 ps. This ﬁgure is taken from Ref. [19]. © 2008 American Institute of Physics
(AIP).

2.3.1 Alignment revivals
The coeﬃcients cJ,K,M (t) do only change in time when an aligning potential is present.
If no external ﬁeld is present, cJ,K,M (t) are time-independent constants. For linear
molecules, all rotational energies EJ,K=0 = A J(J + 1) are multiples of A. Hence, the
rotational wavepacket shows a repeating pattern in time called revivals. The revival
1
[58],
period is Trev = π/A [57]. Often the rotational period is given by Trev = 2A
where A is given in Hz instead of energy units.
Additionally, there are features at Trev /2 (half revivals) as shown in Fig. 2.5. At
Trev /2 neighboring rotational states swing out of phase leading to an antialignment of
molecules. Quarter revivals at Trev /4 do only occur for molecules with the appropriate
spin statistics [46, 59]. For example, 16 O2 has two nuclear spins of I = 0. Due to
the overall symmetry of the molecular wavefunction (vibronic + rotational + nuclear
spin), only rotational states with an odd J are allowed and, therefore, quarter revivals
can be seen [60]. In the molecule 79 Br-81 Br the two atoms are distinguishable and
all rotational states have the same spin weight [49]. Hence, no quarter revivals are
visible.
The revival features do also exist for symmetric-top molecules. The additional
degree of freedom (K = 0 is possible) does not change the nature of these features.
In asymmetric-top molecules no true revival structure can be found, since the rotational energies are non-commensurable [20]. However, revival-type behavior has been
observed [58], which lasts only for a ﬁnite amount of time till the rotational states are
totally dephased. The most common revival-like behaviors are C- and J-type revivals,
where J-type revivals have a period of 1/(B + C) and occur for nearly symmetric-top
molecules (B ≈ C) [58, 61]. Revivals of the type J are common in planar molecules
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and have a period 1/(4C), where C is the rotational constant of the molecular c axis,
which points perpendicular to the molecular plane [62].
The repeating revival behavior of symmetric-top molecules allows one to generate the alignment ﬁrst and to use/probe the alignment at a later time [57,
63]. Revivals can be also used to increase the degree of alignment step-bystep by using several pulses separated by the revival period [50, 64]. Applying
pulses at half or quarter revivals allows one to control the subsequent revival
structure [60].

2.3.2 Adiabatic and non-adiabatic alignment
To be able to generate and to use these revivals, it is necessary that the laser pulse
kicking the molecule is short compared to Trev . This type of alignment scheme is
known as impulsive or non-adiabatic alignment [15, 65]. Since typical rotational periods are in the picosecond to nanosecond regime, impulsively aligning pulses are
typically in the femtosecond regime. Pulses that are much longer than the rotational
period lead to adiabatic alignment [40].
In the adiabatic regime, the alignment follows the envelope of the laser pulse
and returns after the pulse to its initial state. Impulsive alignment gives the molecules a kick such that the molecular alignment dynamics persist after the pulse
is over. Furthermore, impulsive alignment has been a very attractive technique to
achieve alignment, since the molecule can be probed under ﬁeld-free condition [54].
Figure 2.5 shows the diﬀerent response behaviors of the symmetric-top molecule
CF3 Br, which ranges from impulsive alignment in panel (a) to adiabatic alignment in
panel (d).
Besides the laser pulse, the degree of alignment also depends on the rotational temperature of the molecules. As one may expect, with higher temperature the degree of
alignment goes down [19]. This is true in the impulsive as well as in the adiabatic case.
For both cases it is possible to derive an analytic expression for the maximum possible
degree of alignment depending on the pulse parameters and the rotational temperature of the molecules [66]. The rotational temperature of the molecules also has an
impact on the characteristic rotational period, which becomes shorter for increasing temperatures. Hence, higher temperatures lead to more adiabatic-like alignment
behavior [19, 67].
Recently, quantum-state-selection techniques have been used to select only speciﬁc
rotational states out of the thermally populated sea of rotational states [31, 68] in order
to improve the alignment by minimizing
 the negative impact of temperature. An

almost perfect 1D alignment of cos2 ϑ2D = 0.97 was achieved with this scheme [31].
Very high degrees of alignment can be also reached with a combination of adiabatic
and impulsive alignment [69]. A very popular technique is to use a long pulse, which is
turned on adiabatically and turned oﬀ abruptly such that the molecule can be probed
ﬁeld-free [66, 70,71]. Around the times of the turn-oﬀ, a second short pulse is used
to “kick” the molecules into an even higher degree of alignment. This technique has
become particularly popular to align asymmetric-top molecules in 3D under ﬁeld-free
conditions [28].
Non-adiabatic ﬁeld-free 3D alignment via multiple femtosecond pulses is also possible [44, 56]. However, with such a pulse conﬁguration it is much harder to achieve 3D
alignment than 1D alignment [72] as it will be discussed in more detail in Sect. 2.5.1.
If it is not so important to get 3D alignment under ﬁeld-free condition, adiabatic
alignment schemes with an elliptically polarized pulse are quite powerful [53].
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a

b

c

Fig. 2.6. A schematic illustration of 1D orientation of a linear molecule by means of a
combination of a weak static electric ﬁeld and optical laser pulses. The coupling of the dc
ﬁeld to the permanent dipole moment of the diatomic molecule orients the molecule. Without
any ﬁeld the molecules are randomly oriented (a). Applying optical laser pulses aligns the
molecules (b). The combination of static and optical ﬁelds (c) can be used to achieve high
degrees of orientation. This ﬁgure is taken from Ref. [78]. © 2009 Nature Publishing Group
(NPG).

2.4 Molecular orientation
For molecular orientation, it is necessary that the energy corrections E (1) (ω) and
E (3) (ω) contribute to the potential Û (ω) [see Eq. (2.2)]. As discussed in Sect. 2.2, an
optical monochromatic pulse cannot induce an orienting potential (i.e., E (2n+1) (ω) =
0). The reason is in the optical period, which is much shorter than the typical rotational time scale. For static electric ﬁelds Estatic , where the period goes to inﬁnity,
this is not true anymore, and the coupling to the permanent dipole moment μ leads
to an orienting potential
U (ϑ, t) = Estatic μ cos ϑ.

(2.10)

Common static ﬁeld strengths lie in the range of 102 –105 V/cm (≈ 10−8 –10−5 a.u.)
[73,74]. Such weak ﬁelds only aﬀect the rotational states when coupled to μ leading
to the energy correction E (1) (ω) [75]. Since optical laser pulses have been proven
to be very successful in aligning molecules, several groups have worked on orienting molecules by combining static electric ﬁelds with optical laser pulses [73, 76, 77].
A schematic illustration of this technique is shown Fig. 2.6.
For non-polar molecules (μ = 0), multi-color pulses have to be used in order to
orient molecules [23, 79,80]. In this case, the orientation is accomplished through the
coupling of the electric ﬁeld to the hyperpolarizability tensor β (i.e., E (3) energy
correction). Particularly for short pulses with high electric ﬁeld strengths, it was
shown that it is possible to achieve orientation via the hyperpolarizability [30, 79,
81]. In recent experiments, it has been seen that orientation substantially enhances
when ionizing intensities are reached [82]. Similar to the case of alignment, earlier
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Fig. 2.7. The alignment dynamics of all three molecular axes of SO2 are shown. The short
pulses (indicated by dashed lines) kick the molecules at the J revivals with linearly and
with elliptically polarized pulses, respectively. This ﬁgure is taken from Ref. [72]. © 2010
American Physical Society (APS).

works have focused ﬁrst on accomplishing ﬁeld-free 1D orientation [76] and later 3D
orientation [83].
The quality of orientation depends highly on the rotational temperature [81, 84,
85]. Many systematic studies have been performed to ﬁnd the optimal setup for maximizing the orientation in a given molecule [79, 85, 86]. Very high degrees of orientation
can be reached when quantum-state-selection techniques are combined with orienting
static ﬁelds and impulsively aligning femtosecond pulses. This has been demonstrated
with NO molecules, where an observed degree of orientation of cos ϑ = −0.74 has
been seen [87].
Recently, progress has been made in using terahertz (THz) pulses to orient molecules. The cycle periods is now in the picosecond regime and becomes comparable to
the characteristic rotational time scale [85, 88–91]. As a consequence, the requirement
for averaging the pulse over a period is not fulﬁlled anymore. The instantaneous electric ﬁeld can, now, successfully couple to the permanent dipole moment. In contrast
to static ﬁelds, the orienting potential becomes time-dependent. Interesting new rotational motions may appear by using THz pulses together with optical pulses, which
lead to high degrees of orientation.
2.5 Applications
In this section, several applications of molecular alignment will be discussed. First,
ﬁeld-free 3D alignment studies with multiple pulses are presented in Sect. 2.5.1. In
Sect. 2.5.2, the possibility to use 3D aligned molecules to obtain x-ray diﬀraction
patterns is investigated. These diﬀraction patterns are used to reconstruct the molecular structure. In Sect. 2.5.3 molecular alignment experiments are discussed that uses
aligned molecules to study angle-dependent properties of the electronic system of the
molecule.
2.5.1 Using multiple pulses to 3D-align SO2 under ﬁeld-free conditions
As discussed in Sect. 2.2, the energy spacings between the rotational eigenstates
of an asymmetric-top rotor are non-commensurable, and, therefore, no true revival
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Fig. 2.8. The alignment dynamics of all three molecular axes of SO2 are shown. The short
pulses kicking the molecules are highlighted (red shaded region). This ﬁgure is taken from
Ref. [72]. © 2010 American Physical Society (APS).

pattern can be observed in contrast to linear and symmetric-top molecules. However,
for a short time asymmetric-top molecules show revival features called A-, C-, and
J-revivals [34].
Here, the question arises whether or not it is possible to improve ﬁeld-free 3D
alignment of asymmetric molecules with multi-pulse schemes similar to those used
for improving 1D alignment of linear molecules [50]. Field-free alignment can be only
achieved with short femtosecond pulses such that the alignment dynamics is nonadiabatic. Speciﬁcally, the asymmetric-top molecule SO2 has been studied, which is
close to a symmetric-top molecule A ≈ B. First, it was investigated to which extent
pulses equally spaced by 1/(A + B) (J revivals) improve the alignment.
In Fig. 2.7 the alignment dynamics of each molecular axis of SO2 is shown for
linearly and elliptically polarized pulses. As expected for linearly polarized pulses,
only the most polarizable c axis gets aligned. With elliptically polarized pulses also
the second most polarizable b axis can be aligned. However, the third molecular axis
is counter-intuitively not aligned. This lack of alignment is classically not possible,
since the alignment of two axes automatically aligns the third one as well. Here it is
possible, since the degree of alignment is rather weak and a connection to a classical
picture cannot be made.
To improve on this technique, new method was proposed [72] of aligning
asymmetric-top molecules with elliptically polarized pulses, which arrive directly after each other as discussed in Ref. [92] for linear molecules with linearly polarized
light. The results are shown in Fig. 2.8. The degree of alignment is signiﬁcantly
enhanced for the two most polarizable axes, whereas the least polarizable axis is
almost not aﬀected. Hence, SO2 cannot be aligned in 3D with a sequence of short
pulses.
Very recent studies on 3,5 diﬂuoroiodobenzene improved on this idea by using a combination of linearly and elliptically polarized pulses. First results indicate it is possible to improve on 3D alignment; particularly when the molecule is
oblate3 .
3

Private discussion at the GRC Multiphoton conference 2012.
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Fig. 2.9. The structure of naphthalene (C10 H8 ). All atoms lie in the ac molecular plane.
The coordinate system is shown in the lower left corner. The cones symbolize the resolution
limit of the carbon atoms due to imperfect alignment. This ﬁgure is taken from Ref. [24].
© 2010 American Physical Society (APS).

2.5.2 X-ray scattering from 3D-aligned naphthalene molecules
An interesting application of aligned molecules is electron [93, 94] or x-ray [95] diffraction. Particularly for single-molecule imaging [96, 97] it is favorable to know
and to control the orientation of the molecule such that an entire 3D diﬀraction
pattern can be collected. With the help of phase-retrieval algorithms it is possible to recover the phase information of the diﬀraction pattern, which was lost
during the measurement [98–101]. New approaches (namely multiwavelength anomalous diﬀraction) have also been developed to determine the phase directly from the
measurement [102].
A large number of molecules contributing to the scattering signal is advantageous,
since the scattering cross section is small–especially for large scattering angles [103].
When molecules are periodically ordered as in a crystal, Bragg peaks [104] occur
and their scattering signal increases quadratically with the number of molecules.
This quadratic increase is very favorable and it is at the heart of x-ray crystallography [104]. Periodic ordering is commonly exploited in order to determine the structure
of macromolecules [104]. Unfortunately, not all molecules (like membrane proteins)
can be grown in a large crystal.
Recent advances have shown it is also possible to recover the molecular structure
from nanocrystals [105] (for a review see Ref. [106]). The high x-ray intensities are
needed to collect enough signal destroy the molecules during the x-ray pulse [96]. This
obstacle of molecular explosion can be overcome by making the x-ray pulse shorter
than the time it takes for the molecule to explode [96, 107, 108].
Another approach for collecting x-ray diﬀraction patterns uses gas phase molecules, where up to 107 molecules can contribute to the scattering signal [21].
These molecules are randomly positioned (not randomly aligned) in space and,
therefore, the diﬀraction pattern increases only linearly with the number of molecules. However, collecting signal over many x-ray shots reduces the required intensity such that common 3rd generation synchrotron sources like PETRA III at
DESY4 or the Advanced Photon Source at Argonne National Laboratory5 can be
used.
All molecules have to be oriented and/or aligned simultaneously to be able to
record a single-molecule scattering pattern. Here is where laser alignment comes into
play. Previous works have looked at x-ray scattering from 1D aligned symmetric
4
5

http://hasylab.desy.de/facilities/petra_iii/index_eng.html
http://www.aps.anl.gov
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Fig. 2.10. X-ray diﬀraction patterns (a) and their the corresponding reconstructed structure (b) are shown for diﬀerent degrees of alignment: (i) perfect alignment, (ii) T = 10 mK
and a 1 ps x-ray pulse, (iii) T = 1 K and a 100 ps x-ray pulse, and (iv) T = 10 mK
and a 100 ps x-ray pulse. The aligning IR pulse is 100 ps long and aligns the molecule
adiabatically. These ﬁgures are taken from Ref. [24]. © 2010 American Physical Society
(APS).

molecules [95,109]. Recently, an extension of this scheme to x-ray scattering from 3D
aligned asymmetric-top molecules as been presented [24]. The molecule of choice was,
here, Naphthalene (see Fig. 2.9), which is a planar molecule with a head-tail symmetry
such that orientation and alignment become indistinguishable. This is convenient,
since diﬀerent orientations add up incoherently and make it harder to reconstruct the
molecular structure with phase-retrieval methods, which assume perfectly coherent
diﬀraction patterns.
The positions of the atoms in the laser frame are not well deﬁned due to the
imperfect alignment of the molecules (illustrated by the cones in Fig. 2.9). This uncertainty results in an incoherent average of diﬀerent scattering patterns, which blurs
out the scattering pattern for large scattering angles (i.e., large momentum transfer Q
of the x-ray photon) as seen Fig. 2.10a. This has a direct consequence on the eﬀective
resolution in the corresponding reconstructions shown in Fig. 2.10b. The worse the
alignment the smaller is the useful part of the diﬀraction patterns which can be fed
into the phase-retrieval algorithm. Hence, the eﬀective resolution decreases with less
3D-aligned molecules.
The main contribution to the imperfect alignment is the rotational temperature T [cf. panels (iii) and (iv) in Fig. 2.10]. The length of the x-ray pulse does
not have a large inﬂuence as long as it is shorter or comparable with the adiabatic alignment pulse [cf. panels (ii) and (iv) in Fig. 2.10]. The eﬀective resolution is only better than the typical distance between the atoms (∼ 1.4 Å) when
the rotational temperature is less than 10 mK. Quantum state selection techniques [31] could be used to improve the alignment but they result in less scattering
signal.
Another approach to improve on the reconstruction uses partial-coherence schemes
in the phase-retrieval algorithm [110, 111]. It has been shown for partially coherent
x-ray pulses that such schemes improve the quality of the reconstruction [110, 112].
Partial-coherence schemes make explicit use of the fact that the ﬁnal scattering pattern is an incoherent sum of coherent diﬀraction patterns. For x-ray scattering from
3D-aligned molecules, the incoherent sum enters due to the imperfect alignment. Similarly it is expected that partial-coherence schemes can be used to build in the eﬀect
of imperfect alignment.
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Fig. 2.11. The HHG spectrum of CO2 is shown as a function of pump-probe delay (and
degree of alignment in panel a). The pump pulse aligns the molecule and the probe pulse
drives the HHG process. The degree of alignment as a function of the pump-probe delay is
shown in the background. Structural information about the molecular orbitals can be gained
from these modiﬁcations of the HHG spectrum. This ﬁgure is taken from Ref. [115]. © 2011
Nature Publishing Group (NPG).

2.5.3 Strong-ﬁeld ionization from aligned molecules
In Sect. 2.5.2 the probe pulse has been an x-ray pulse to probe the ground state
properties. It is also possible to use these aligned molecules to study angle-dependent
responses of molecules. One examples, in spirit of Sect. 3, is tunnel ionization, which
can depend on the alignment or even on the orientation of molecule [113, 114]. In
heteronuclear molecules like OCS, the ionization potential is angle-dependent. By
using circularly polarized light, it is possible to mark via the vector potential from
which end of the molecule the ionized electron originated from [113]. This experiment
is an example that shows how important it is to have a good control of the rotational
degrees of freedom of the molecule.
Molecular alignment can also inﬂuence the photoabsorption cross section of a
molecule. Particularly when the absorption is favored along one speciﬁc molecular
axis, the cross section depends on the angle between the favored molecular axis and the
polarization direction of the photon [52]. This has been experimentally demonstrated
on CF3 Br, where the x-ray absorption cross section depends on the alignment of the
C-Br molecular axis [21].
HHG is another mechanism where the alignment of molecules matters. The HHG
process can be separated into 3 main parts: (1) an electron gets tunnel-ionized by a
strong laser ﬁeld, (2) the same ﬁeld accelerates the electron ﬁrst away and then back
to the ion, (3) the electron recombines with the ionic hole state and emits a highly
energetic photon (much higher than the photon energy of the driving laser pulse). In
Sect. 3, the physics behind HHG is discussed in more detail.
When molecules are used for the HHG process, it has been observed that the
emitted HHG spectrum depends on the alignment of the molecule–speciﬁcally the
alignment of the highest occupied molecular orbitals (HOMOs) with respect to the returning electron [116]. The angle dependence of the HHG spectrum is not just a scaling
of the overall HHG yield. Changing the alignment direction of the molecule leads also
to modiﬁcation in the substructures of the HHG spectrum [115, 117, 118].
In Fig. 2.11 the HHG spectrum of CO2 is shown as a function of alignment angle
between the molecular symmetry axis and the polarization direction of the linearly
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polarized strong ﬁeld pulse. It has been schown that structural informations about
the HOMO orbitals can be extracted from the HHG spectrum [115, 119].

3 Ultrafast ionization dynamics in noble gas atoms: About
femtosecond and attosecond dynamics
3.1 Description of light-matter interaction
Electron excitations and ionizations induced by ultrashort laser pulses are key mechanisms in attosecond physics [3]. The energy diﬀerence between electronic states determines the time scale of the corresponding electronic motion. Typical energy differences between electronic states of molecules and atoms lie within 0.1 − 100 eV.
The corresponding time scales are 50 as to 50 fs. The rapid technological progress
in building lasers with sub-femtosecond pulses [120, 121] makes it possible to study
fundamental mechanisms in chemical and physical processes in a time-resolved fashion [122]. The attosecond physics community is closely tied to the strong-ﬁeld physics
community since, in one way or another, intense laser pulses are involved (at least in
the generation of attosecond pulses). Due to the wide interest in these ﬁelds, several
review articles have been written in strong-ﬁeld physics [120, 123–127] and attosecond
physics [3, 128–131], which focus more on ionization processes and system dynamics,
respectively.
Pump-probe approaches are particularly advantageous for time-resolved studies [132]. Each pump-probe conﬁguration corresponds to a snapshot and a sequence
of snapshots corresponds to a movie. The time resolution is determined by the ability to accurately control the pump-probe delay τ , which can be already measured
to subattosecond (zeptosecond) precision [133]. Many attosecond pump-probe experiments use a femtosecond near-infrared (NIR) pulse and an attosecond ultraviolet
(UV) pulse [3]. Either pulse can be used as a pump or as a probe pulse (see Sect. 3.5
and Sect. 3.6). On the one hand, NIR pulses are usually strong-ﬁeld pulses, which
lead to non-perturbative tunnel ionization. UV pulses, on the other hand, generally
lead to electronic excitation and to perturbative multiphoton ionization.
Pump-probe experiments can also be done with two UV pulses [134]. It is, however,
experimentally challenging if both UV pulses have low intensity, since the ﬁnal signal
strength would be quite weak. This is not the case for UV pulses generated by freeelectron lasers (FELs) such as FLASH [135]. Here, the number of photons per pulse is
quite high and UV-UV pump-probe experiments do not suﬀer from low statistics [134,
136]. All these diﬀerent types of pump-probe schemes are complementary to each other
and enable us to investigate many diﬀerent aspects in the ultrafast world [3].
3.1.1 Keldysh parameter
A common measure for characterizing the nature of ﬁeld-induced ionization is the
Keldysh parameter γ, which is given by [137]

I
(3.1)
γ = 2Upp ,
2

E
where Ip is the ionization potential of the electronic state and Up = 4ω
2 is the ponderomotive potential, which is the average energy of a free electron oscillating in the
electric ﬁeld with amplitude E and frequency ω. The Keldysh parameter distinguishes
between two ionization regimes: perturbative (γ
1) and non-perturbative (γ
1)
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Fig. 3.1. The perturbative (a) and the non-perturbative (b) multiphoton regimes are illustrated. This ﬁgure is taken from http://www.desy.de. © 2007 DESY.

multiphoton ionization. Figure 3.1 illustrates the physical pictures behind these two
regimes.
However, recent studies [138] have found that γ alone is not always a rigorous
measure to decide whether or not the ionization is perturbative or non-perturbative.
Particularly for γ < 1 and photon energies comparable or larger than the ionization potential (ω  Ip ) the ionization process becomes more and more perturbative
(contrary to what the Keldysh parameter would suggest).
In the case of γ
1, the ionization lies in the perturbative multiphoton (or
few-photon) regime. The light-matter interaction can be seen as a correction to the
ﬁeld-free system. The system gets ionized by absorbing a certain number of photons
(see Fig. 3.1(a)). In other words, the ﬁnal state of the system is a result of a welldeﬁned (and countable) number n of light-matter interactions. These n light-matter
interactions are exactly captured by the nth -order perturbation correction. Therefore,
this regime is the perturbative multiphoton regime.
The ionization is considered to be in the non-perturbative multiphoton (or tunneling) regime6 for γ
1. Here, the Coulomb potential of the system rather than
the ﬁeld is considered to be the perturbation. Furthermore, the light-matter interaction is pictured as a local potential that strongly distorts the Coulomb potential,
and already after a few Bohr radii the ﬁeld-induced potential starts to dominate the
motion of the electron (see Fig. 3.1(b)). This distortion creates a potential barrier,
which can be overcome by the electron by tunneling through this barrier and, consequently, out of the system. Once the electron is tunneled to the outer side of the
barrier, the Coulomb potential becomes negligible and the dynamics is govern by the
ﬁeld-induced potential. Note, not just quantized photon picture has been dropped
but also the number of photons an electron absorbs during ionization becomes an
ill-deﬁned quantity due to the non-perturbative nature of tunnel ionization.
To distinguish experimentally these two ionization regimes, it is quite convenient
to study the photoelectron spectrum, speciﬁcally the energy distribution [138]. In the
tunneling limit, no characteristic photoelectron energies are observed whereas in the
perturbative regime the photoelectron spectrum becomes discrete and the positions
of the energy peaks reveal directly the number of photons the electron has absorbed
during ionization.
6
γ  1 is also commonly referred to as the quasistatic limit, since γ goes to zero for a
given ﬁeld strength and ω → 0.
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3.1.2 Minimal coupling hamiltonian
By solving the full time-dependent Schrödinger equation (TDSE),
∂
|Ψ(t) = Ĥ(t) |Ψ(t) ,
(3.2a)
∂t
both ionization limits as well as everything in between can be fully described. However, making approximation to the Hamiltonian often helps to understand/identify
better the dominant processes (e.g., see Sect. 3.3). Following the principle of minimal
coupling [139, 140], the interaction between light and matter is captured by replacing
the canonical momentum p̂ by the kinetic momentum v̂(t) := p̂ − α qe A(r, t) and
adding a scalar potential qe φ(r, t) to the Hamiltonian of ﬁeld-free, non-interaction

particles, i.e., Ĥ = n p̂2n /2. Here, qe is the charge of the electron and the speed of
1
, where α is the ﬁne-structure constant.
light in atomic units is given by c = α−1 ≈ 137
ˆ · A(r, t) = 0, the scalar potential φ(r) represents the
In the Coulomb gauge, ∇
instantaneous Coulomb potential generated by the charged particles, and the vector
potential A(r, t) represents the propagating light ﬁeld. The minimal coupling Hamiltonian for the electronic system reads



 p̂n − α qe A(r̂n , t) 2  Z qe
qe2
+
,
(3.3)
+
Ĥ(t) =
2
|r̂n − r̂m |
r̂n
n
n
i

n=m

where n runs over all electrons in the system, and Z is the nuclear charge. The
Coulomb interaction between the charged particles, which is due to the exchange of
virtual photons, is commonly not considered as a part of the light-matter interaction.
Here, there term light-matter interaction refers to the interaction with external light
ﬁelds—speciﬁcally the electric ﬁeld component. Consequently, the terms describing
the light-matter interaction are
Ĥint (t) = −α qe


n

A(r̂n , t) · p̂n +

 α2 q 2
e

n

2

A2 (r̂n , t),

(3.4)

where we have used the Coulomb gauge to rewrite the ﬁrst term in Eq. (3.4). Often
the space dependence of the light pulse can be dropped. This is known as the dipole approximation, i.e., A(r, t) → A(t). This approximation is valid as long as the
wavelength is large compared to the system size. Typical wavelengths in strong-ﬁeld
and ultrashort pulses lie within tens to thousands of nanometers (UV to IR light)
which are large compared to the size of atoms and molecules (sub-Ångström to a few
nanometers).
The A2 (t) term is a global energy shift and is normally dropped, since it has
no aﬀect on the electronic dynamics (as long as the dipole approximation is valid).
For scattering experiments, where the wavelength is smaller than the object size, the
dipole approximation cannot be made. In fact, the non-dipole terms of A2 (r, t) are
essential for describing (x-ray) scattering [103]. Without them no scattering pattern
would occur.
3.1.3 Equivalent forms of the light-matter interaction
By performing a unitary transformation of the the wavefunction, alternative forms of
the Hamiltonian can be obtained, which are all equivalent to each other [141]. The
transformed wavefunction and the transformed Hamiltonian read
Ψ(r, t) → e−iχ(r,p,t) Ψ(r, t),

(3.5a)
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Ĥ(t) → eiχ(r,p,t) Ĥ(t)e−iχ(r,p,t) −

∂ χ(r, p, t)
,
∂t

(3.5b)

where χ(r, p, t) can be any real function. Hence, there exist an inﬁnite number of
possibilities [141]. These transformations are often called gauge transformations as
well [141, 142]. However, we will refer to these diﬀerent forms as frames so that we do
not confuse them with the gauge transformations (like the Coulomb gauge) that are
based on fundamental invariances of nature7 .
Rather than just dropping the A2 (t) in Eq. (3.4) it can be also transformed away
α2 q 2  t
with χA (t) = 2 e −∞ dt A2 (t ). There are three popular choices for representing
the light-matter interaction. The light-matter interaction in the velocity frame with
χV (r, t) = 0 [+χA (t)] is already shown in Eq. (3.4). The light-matter interaction in
the length frame [143] and the acceleration (or Kramers-Henneberger) frame [144, 145]
is given by
Ĥint (t) = −qe E(t) ·



r̂n

with

χL = −α qe A(t) ·

n

Ĥint (t) =


n

Z qe
Z qe
−
|r̂n − a(t)|
|r̂n |



r̂n + χA ,

(3.6a)

n


with

χKH = −α qe

t

dt A(t ) ·

−∞



p̂n + χA .

n

(3.6b)
The Kramers-Henneberger frame [see Eq. (3.6b)] corresponds to a coordinate transformation into the acceleration
of the electron, where the electronic position
 t frame

is displaced by a(t) = −α qe −∞ dt A(t ). The subtraction of the ﬁeld-free nuclear
potential in Eq. (3.6b) means the resulting overall Hamiltonian is identical to the

qe
. The
ﬁeld-free Hamiltonian just with a time-dependent nuclear potential i |r̂iZ−a(t)|
electron-electron interaction is not aﬀected by this transformation, since the relative
distances between electrons is unchanged by this transformation. In the KramersHenneberger frame, the coordinates are transformed such that one would stay in the
rest frame of the electron if it is freely moving in the ﬁeld (without any Coulomb potentials). As a result, the nuclei are moving and not the electrons as in the other two
frames. Therefore, the Kramers-Henneberger frame is also known as the acceleration
frame.
Equation (3.6a) is the most popular choice for the light-matter interaction, where
E(t) = −α∂t A(t) is the electric ﬁeld. The intuitive picture that comes with treating
the light-matter interaction as a local potential, E(t)·r̂, is one reason for its popularity.
From now on, we explicitly set the electronic charge qe = −1.

3.2 Photoionization
One of the best studied light-matter interaction processes is one-photon ionization or
simply photoionization [146, 147]. Photoionization is often discussed in terms of cross
sections, which are measures of how likely a photon interacts with the object. The
photoionization cross section of an N -electron system in the dipole approximation is
7

Here χ is only a function of time and space and transforms also the vector potential
A → A + α−1 ∇χ and the scalar potential φ → φ − ∂t χ such that the minimal coupling
Hamiltonian stays invariant [140].
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given by [103, 148]
2

N

4π 2 α   

ΨF |  · p̂n |ΨI  δ(EF − EI − ω),
σ(ω) =



ω
n=1

(3.7)

F

where ω is the photon energy, EI is the energy of the initial state ΨI , and EF
is the energy of the ﬁnal state ΨF . The delta distribution enforces the condition
EF − EI = ω, which ensures energy conservation. The polarization direction of the
absorbed photon is given by . The continuum states ΨF are energy normalized, i.e.,
 ΨF | ΨG  = δ(EF − EG ). Equation (3.7) characterizes the absorption of one photon
and can be derived from 1st -order perturbation theory.
The photoionization cross section in Eq. (3.7) is given in terms of the momentum
operator, p̂n . Alternative and equally exact expressions for the electronic dipole transitions can be found. In order to do so, the following commutator relations involving
the exact Hamiltonian are used:
p̂n = −i[r̂n , Ĥ],

ˆ n V̂ ) = −i Z
[p̂n , Ĥ] = −i(∇

(3.8a)
r̂n
,
|r̂n |3

(3.8b)



with V̂ = − n Z/|r̂n | + n=m 1/|r̂n − r̂m | being the exact electronic potential
consisting of the nuclear-electron and electron-electron Coulomb interactions. If the
initial and the ﬁnal states are energy eigenstates, the commutators in Eqs. (3.8) can
be easily evaluated. The relationship between the corresponding matrix elements are

(EF − EI ) ΨF |



p̂n |ΨI  = i ΨF | Z

n

ΨF |



p̂n |ΨI  = i(EF − EI ) ΨF |

n

 r̂n
|ΨI  ,
|r̂n |3
n


r̂n |ΨI  .

(3.9a)

(3.9b)

n

The expressions involving the matrix elements of r̂n , p̂n , and Z r̂n /rn3 are known as
“length”, “velocity”, and “acceleration” forms of the electric dipole matrix [147, 148].
The equality of the diﬀerent expressions for the electronic dipole matrix has been
ﬁrst discussed by Chandrasekhar [149]. For approximations to the exact eigenstates
of the system, these forms start to diﬀer and tend to emphasize diﬀerent spatial parts
of the wavefunction. The length form stresses the large distances, the velocity form
stresses the intermediate ones, and the acceleration form stresses the short distances
(for more details see Refs. [150, 151]).

3.2.1 Independent particle picture
It is not possible to determine the exact states ΨI and ΨF for many-electron systems
due to the Coulomb interaction between the electrons [152]. Even the exact ground
state of Helium, a two-electron atom, has not yet been found [153]. This discussion
focuses on noble gas atoms, which have a closed-shell electronic structure. The big
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advantage of closed-shell atoms is that their electronic ground state Ψ0 can be well
approximated by the Hartree-Fock (HF) ground state Φ0 ,
|Ψ0  ≈ |Φ0  =

N


ĉ†i |vacuum ,

(3.10)

n=1

where the operator ĉ†i creates an electron in orbital ϕi and ĉi destroys it [154]. A
very nice side eﬀect of HF, the (N − 1)-electron states, |Φi  = ĉi |Φ0 , with a missing
electron in orbital ϕi correspond quite well to the eigenstates of the ionic system.
Hence, the ionization potential of an electron in orbital ϕi is given by −εi , where
εi is the corresponding HF orbital energy. This statement is known as Koopmans’
theorem [152].
Assuming the absorbed photon aﬀects only one electron (active electron) and all
the other electrons are spectators (passive electrons), the ﬁnal N -body state can be
simpliﬁed to |ΨF  ≈ |Φai  = ĉ†a ĉi |Φ0 , where the index i refers to occupied orbitals
and a refers to unoccupied orbitals in the HF ground state. This is also known as
the sudden approximation [155]. This assumption holds when the relaxation process
of the remaining electrons is slow compared to the ionization dynamics. Hence, the
electronic transition elements in Eq. (3.7) reduce to one-body transition elements.
N

n=1

ΨF |  · p̂n |ΨI  = ϕa |  · p̂ |ϕi   Φi | Φi ,


(3.11)

=1

where the initial state is the Hartree-Fock ground state Φ0 . The photoionization cross
section simpliﬁes to [103]
σ(ω) =

4π 2 α 
2
|ϕa |  · p̂ |ϕi | δ(εa − εi − ω).
ω
a

(3.12)

From σ(ω) the ionization rate Γ of an atom can be easily calculated by Γ = JEM σ(ω),
where JEM is the photon ﬂux of the ionizing pulse hitting the atom. Note that the
cross section itself is not ﬁeld-dependent. The photoionization rate increases linearly
with the photon ﬂux (intensity) for a ﬁxed photon energy. For tunnel ionization, the
ionization rate does not follow a power law and depends rather exponentially on the
intensity (for details see Sect. 3.3).
3.2.2 Structural information in photoionization cross sections
The cross section also contains a wide range of electronic structural information about
the system. A typical cross section behavior as a function of photon energy is shown in
Fig. 3.2, where experimental values (points) as well as theoretical predictions (lines)
for argon are shown. Very distinct jumps in σ(ω) occur when new ionization channels
open, i.e., when the photon energy is high enough to ionize electrons out of the next
energetically deeper lying subshell. In Fig. 3.2 the K (1s shell) and L (2s, 2p shells)
edges are clearly visible at 3200 eV and 250 eV, respectively. The L edge consists
actually of 3 edges corresponding to the subshells 2p1/2 , 2p3/2 and 2s. The energy
diﬀerence between 2p1/2 (LII edge) and 2p3/2 (LIII edge) is ≈ 2 eV [156] and, therefore,
not visible in Fig. 3.2. The 2s (LI ) edge can be singled out, since it is ≈ 25 eV [156]
apart (see upper right inset in Fig. 3.2).
Another interesting feature appears shortly before the ionization edges and is
called XANES (x-ray absorption near edges structure) [157]. A typical XANES proﬁle
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Fig. 3.2. The total cross sections σ(ω) for argon: hydrogenic approximation (dashed line),
one-electron model (solid line), experimental data (points). Insets show details of σ(ω)
around certain energy regions. This ﬁgure is taken from Ref. [147]. © 1968 American
Physical Society (APS).

is shown in the lower right inset in Fig. 3.2. The peak structure around the edge
corresponds to electron excitations; more speciﬁcally, excitations into the Rydberg
states of the atom. With increasing energies the spacing becomes smaller between
the Rydberg peaks, which are broadened by the lifetime of the corresponding state.
When the spacing is smaller than their line widths, individual peaks are no longer
visible and the cross section goes smoothly over into a continuum structure [157].
Above the ionization threshold, the XANES features slowly transform into EXAFS
(extended x-ray absorption ﬁne structure) features [158]. EXAFS originates from
the interference with the photoelectron that has been backscattered by neighboring
atoms [104, 157]. Hence, EXAFS can be used as a probe to study the vicinity of speciﬁc
atoms, which can be chosen by tuning the photon energy close to an atom-speciﬁc
absorption edge [103]. In Fig. 3.3 the XANES and EXAFS regions are shown for the
K-edge of iron.
Besides the characteristic absorption edges, the cross section contains more information about the electronic structure, particularly about the continuum structure [148]. A famous example is the Cooper minimum [160], which appears at 48 eV
in argon [161] (see Fig. 3.2). It is a consequence of a sign change in the transition
elements ϕ3p | r |εd from negative (ω < 48 eV) to positive (ω > 48 eV). The term ε is
the energy of the ionized electron. This sign change results in a vanishing contribution
from the 3p → εd ionization channel. The total cross section is, however, not really
zero, since the much weaker 3p → εs and 3s → εp ionization channels have nonzero
contributions [161]. Note that the channel nl → ε(l + 1) is usually the dominant
signal and much larger than nl → ε(l − 1) [147], where n is the principal quantum
number of the orbital. Cooper and Fano [147] have given a rule determining when a
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Fig. 3.3. The cross section around the K-edge of Fe is shown. The XANES and EXAFS
regions are highlighted. This ﬁgure is taken from Ref. [159]. © 2010 Matthew H. Carpenter.

Cooper minimum can occur in the photoionization cross section of a subshell. The
rule excludes a Cooper minimum in the noodless subshells 1s, 2p, 3d, and 4f as well
as in the transitions nl → ε(l − 1).
The occurrence of a Cooper minimum can be well-explained with a one-particle
picture. However, the details like the exact position and the form of the minimum
does depend on many-body physics [162]. For the Cooper minimum in Ar, doubly
excited conﬁguration corrections to the ground state, as included in the random phase
approximation (RPA), are needed to predict the correct position [162].
In Fig. 3.4, the total photoionization cross sections of Ar and Xe are shown for
the Hartree-Fock-Slater (HS) model [163, 164], an intrachannel CIS model, and an interchannel CIS model (explained below). CIS stands for the conﬁguration-interaction
singles method described in Sect. 3.7.2. All CIS results presented in this section are
calculated with the xcid package described in Ref. [165]. The basic diﬀerences between the models lie in the approximations made to the Hamiltonian and to the
wavefunction. In HS, a single Slater determinant is used for the wavefunction as in
HF whereas the CIS wavefunction is a sum of Slater determinants containing the HF
ground state and all singly-excited (one-particle-one-hole) conﬁgurations Φai .
For HS, a spherical model potential is used, where the exchange potential between
electrons is approximated by a free electron gas model [164] and the long range 1/r
potential is enforced via the Latter-type correction [166]. The adjectives interchannel
and intrachannel in the CIS model refer to the allowed electron-electron interaction.
Intrachannel coupling considers only electron-electron interactions where the ionic
state does not change. In this case, the ionization channels are independent of each
other. The intrachannel CIS model includes only intrachannel interactions. Interchannel coupling refers to electron-electron interactions where the excited/ionized electron
changes the ionic state. The interchannel CIS model includes both intrachannel and
interchannel interactions.
In Fig. 3.4, the total cross sections of argon (a) and xenon (b) are shown for different theoretical models. The Cooper minimum in Ar and the giant dipole resonance
in Xe do exist in σ(ω) for all three models. It shows that the Cooper minimum as well
as the giant dipole resonance are not results of many-body eﬀects. They can be solely
explained by one-particle physics. The position as well as the form of these features
do, however, strongly diﬀer between the diﬀerent models.
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Fig. 3.4. The absorption cross sections of Ar (a) and Xe (b) are shown for the Hartree-FockSlater (blue), the interchannel CIS (red), and the intrachannel CIS (green) models. Note that
the interchannel CIS model also includes intrachannel interactions. The experimental data
(line and points) are taken from Ref. [161].

In the HS model, these features occur at too low photon energies and are too
narrow and too high in their shape. The potential resulting from intrachannel and
interchannel interactions, which are large and repulsive, corrects the HS model too
much and shifts the features to too high energies. Nevertheless, models including interchannel and intrachannel interactions generally yield results that are closer to the
experimental values. Particularly in xenon, the shape and the position of the giant dipole resonance changes signiﬁcantly when intrachannel and interchannel interactions
are included (see Fig. 3.4b).
Interchannel coupling is particularly important for partial cross sections of deeper
lying subshells. In Fig. 3.5, the photoionization cross sections of the 3s and 5s subshells
of Ar and Xe, respectively, are shown. For argon, the Cooper minimum of the 3p → εd
ionization channel aﬀects the 3s cross section. Without interchannel interactions the
eﬀect is gone. Similarly for Xe, the giant dipole resonance in the 4d cross section at
100 eV also aﬀects the cross section of the 5s (shown) and 5p (not shown) subshells.
Switching oﬀ interchannel interactions leads to a dramatic change in the 5s cross
section shown in Fig. 3.5b. Intrachannel interactions alone only slightly aﬀect the
cross sections.
3.2.3 Angular distribution
The electronic structure features are also imprinted in the angular distribution of
dσ
[167, 168]. Studying the angular distribution of
the diﬀerential cross section, dΩ
the photoionized electron is known as angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy
(ARPES) [169]. Changes in the angular distribution contain a wide range of information about the interaction between the electron and the ion, and about the orbital
structure from which the electron came [168, 170]. This is particularly interesting in
molecules [171–173] and solids [174,175]. In atomic systems, the diﬀerential photoionization cross section averaged over all initial magnetic quantum numbers mi reduces
to [176]
σi (ω)
dσi (ω)
=
[1 + β(ω) P2 (cos ϑ)] ,
dΩ
4π

(3.13)

where P2 (x) = 32 x2 − 12 is the 2nd -Legendre polynomial, and ϑ is the angle between
the photoelectron and the polarization direction of the light. The term σi (ω) is the
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Fig. 3.5. The absorption cross sections of Ar (a) and Xe (b) of the subshells 3s and 5s,
respectively, are shown for the Hartree-Fock-Slater (blue), the interchannel CIS (red), and
the intrachannel CIS (green) models. Note that the interchannel CIS model also includes
intrachannel interactions.

partial photoionization cross section of the subshell ni li , where ni is the principal
quantum number and li is the angular momentum quantum number.
i
The angular distribution of dσ
dΩ is characterized by a single quantity: the β paradσi
meter [176]. Since dΩ must be positive, the range of β is restricted to −1 ≤ β ≤ 2.
In Fig. 3.6, the beta parameter is shown for the 5s (Fig. 3.6a) and the 5p (Fig. 3.6b)
subshells of Xe with and without various interchannel interactions to neighboring
orbitals. In both cases, the behavior of β is signiﬁcantly altered when interactions
with other subshells are ignored. Hence, β is an ideal quantity for studying these
interchannel eﬀects [177].
3.2.4 Perturbative few-photon ionization
The probability of absorbing a second or even a third photon increases with higher intensities. Recent experiments [179] at the LCLS in the x-ray regime have impressively
shown that up to eight photons can be easily absorbed by neon producing Ne+8 . In
the x-ray regime, multiphoton ionization is dominated by sequential photoionization
meaning one photon is absorbed at a time (i.e., multiple one-photon ionizations). This
can be well understood by looking at the Keldysh parameter γ deﬁned in Eq. (3.1).
The high photon energy of x-rays leads to very small ponderomotive potentials and,
therefore, to very large γ values indicating that x-ray ionization is far in the perturbative regime.
The ionization of an electron by simultaneously absorbing two photons is the simplest “true” multiphoton step. The absorption of several photons at the same time
is also called non-sequential multiphoton ionization (see Fig. 3.1). It is particularly
favored if the photon energy is close to a resonance. Non-sequential two-photon absorption is characterized by the two-photon ionization cross section σ (2) (ω), which
reads in the length form in lowest-order perturbation theory [180, 181],

2

    ΨF |  · r̂n |ΨH  ΨH |  · r̂n |ΨI  

 δ(EF −EI −2ω),
σ (2) (ω) = π(4π α ω)2


EH − E I − ω



F H=I n,n
(3.14)
where EH is the energy of the intermediate state ΨH .
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(b) Xenon 5p

Fig. 3.6. The β(ω) parameter is shown for the 5s subshell (a) and the 5p subshell (b) of Xe
including various interactionss with other orbitals (see labels in the ﬁgures). These ﬁgures
are taken from Ref. [178]. © 2001 American Physical Society (APS).

In another experiment [182] also performed on Ne at the LCLS, it has been seen
that it was possible to produce Ne+9 even though it was energetically not possible to ionize Ne+8 further with a single photon. The ratio between the Ne+9 and
Ne+8 productions showed a quadratic behavior in intensity pointing towards a twophoton ionization. Theoretical investigations showed that the production of Ne+9 is a
combination of sequential and non-sequential two-photon ionization. To fully explain
the production of Ne+9 , it is necessary to include coherence properties of the x-ray
pulse [181].

3.3 Tunnel ionization
For very high ﬁeld strengths, the perturbative approach for describing multiphoton
ionization breaks down. In the UV and x-ray regimes, it is quite diﬃcult to reach the
non-perturbative regime (γ
1) with current light sources due to the high intensity
needed. Since the Keldysh parameter goes linearly with ω at a given intensity, it is
much easier to reach the non-perturbative regime with optical frequencies. In the
non-perturbative multiphoton regime or strong-ﬁeld regime, it is more favorable to
picture the light-matter interaction in terms of a potential that distorts the electronic
system (see Fig. 3.1). If the deformation of the Coulomb potential is large enough, the
electron can tunnel out of the system into the continuum. This ionization process is,
therefore, also known as tunnel ionization. In the following, two prominent strong-ﬁeld
theories, i.e., the ADK and the SFA models, are discussed.

3.3.1 ADK model
The pioneering work to describe tunnel ionization rates has been done by Landau and
Lifshitz for the ground state of atomic hydrogen exposed to a static electric ﬁeld [183].
Perelomov, Popov, and Terent’ev [184] extended the theory to any Coulomb wavefunction and to electromagnetic ﬁelds of low frequency (quasistatic limit). A generalized version, which can also describe many-electron atoms, is the popular AmmosovDelone-Krainov (ADK) theory [185]. Recently, the ADK theory has been extended
to molecular systems, where additionally the orientation of the molecule inﬂuences
the ionization rates [186]. The molecular ADK model has become a quite popular
tool for understanding strong-ﬁeld ionization of molecules [187, 188]. The popularity
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Fig. 3.7. The static ﬁeld ionization rates obtained with the ADK model (dashed) and
numerically solving the Schrödinger equation (solid) are compared for H and He. The vertical
dotted lines indicate the barrier suppression ﬁeld strength for H and He beyond which ABI
starts to arise. These ﬁgures are taken from Ref. [190]. © 1999 American Physical Society
(APS).

is also supported by the fact that numerically solving the TDSE (even within the
single-active-electron approximation) for molecular systems is very challenging.
The basic idea behind the ADK theory is that the solution of a pure Coulomb
problem is matched to a semiclassical solution, which describes the electron in the
classically forbidden region below the barrier and in the classically allowed region
outside the barrier (for a review see Ref. [189]). It is assumed that the bound electronic
state (near the nucleus) behaves under the barrier like a Coulomb wavefunction for
large distances, which reads
ψc (r, Ω) = D rZ/κ−1 e−κ r Yl,m (Ω),

(3.15)

where r is the radius, Ω = (θ, φ) are the spherical angles, Yl,m (Ω) are spherical harmonics [20] with the angular momentum l and its projection m, and Z is the nuclear
charge. The ionization potential is given by Ip = κ2 /2. In the classically forbidden
region under the barrier, the behavior of ψc has to be matched to a semiclassical.
Ammosov, Delone, and Krainov [185] derived an analytical expression to match the
Coulomb wavefunction to the semiclassical solution.
Note that the angular momentum l is not a conserved quantity anymore when
an electric ﬁeld is applied and the wavefunction does not factorize with respect
to the spherical coordinates r, Ω as in the ﬁeld-free case. The solution of the
Hamiltonian including the electric ﬁeld (within the dipole approximation) factorizes
for parabolic coordinates:
√ ζ = r + z, η = r − z and φ. Hence, the wavefunction reads
ψ = f1 (ζ) f2 (η) eimφ / 2π [189].
For very strong ﬁelds, the Coulomb barrier is suppressed below the ﬁeld-free binding energy. Consequently, the electron can be ionized directly over the barrier (abovebarrier-ionization or ABI) without the need for tunneling [191]. In Fig. 3.7 the ADK
tunnel ionization rates for H and He are compared to results obtained by numerically
solving the Schrödinger equation (see Sect. 3.7.1). Up to the ﬁeld strength Ebs , the
ADK rates are identical to the numerical results. Above Ebs the ABI starts to kick
in and the ADK model overestimates the ionization rate.
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3.3.2 SFA model–Path-integral approach
Another approach to describe tunnel ionization is based on path-integral techniques [192, 193] pioneered by Keldysh, Faisal, and Reiss [137, 194, 195] (also called
the KFR theory). Since the impact of the atomic potential is neglected and only the
inﬂuence of the strong laser ﬁeld is considered, this approach is also referred to as the
strong-ﬁeld approximation (SFA) [124]. The formally exact solution of the TDSE [cf.
Eq. (3.2a)] reads


  t


(3.16)
|Ψ(t) = T exp −i dt Ĥ(t ) |Ψ(t ) = Û (t, t ) |Ψ(t ) ,
t

where Û (t, t ) is the exact time propagator, and T stands for the time ordering of the
operator. The probability of ﬁnding an electron with velocity v at time t is given by
|av (t)|2 with

av (t) = −i

t

dt v(t)| Û (t, t ) Ĥint (t ) Ûelec (t , t ) |Ψ0  .

(3.17)

t

Ûelec (t , t ) is the ﬁeld-free propagator, and |v describes the outgoing electron which
turns asymptotically into a plane wave [126]. Physically, Eq. (3.17) means the electron
starts in state Ψ0 . At time t , the electron is promoted into a continuum state where
it remains till the time t is reached.
In the SFA, several approximations are made to Eq. (3.17): (1) the ﬁnal state |v is
approximated by plane waves or Volkov states [196]; (2) the exact propagator Û is approximated by ÛSFA , which is the time propagator of the simpliﬁed SFA Hamiltonian
ĤSFA (t) = [p̂ + αA(t)]2 /2, where all Coulomb interactions are neglected. The advantage of using Volkov states instead of plane waves is that Volkov states are the
eigenstates of ĤSFA (t). Since ĤSFA (t) does not depend on the position q̂, the canonical momentum p is a conserved quantity. For any time t the kinetic momentum
(velocity) v(t ) = p + αA(t ) is given by
v(t ) = v(t) − αA(t) + αA(t ).

(3.18)

It is not surprising that the favorite form of the laser-matter interaction in the SFA
theory is the velocity form8 .
Both propagators appearing in Eq. (3.17) can be analytically expressed and the
resulting phase factor S(t, t ) reads [126]
1
S(t, t ) =
2




t

t


2
v2
vz (t) − α A(t) + α A(t ) dt − Ip t + ⊥ (t − t ),
2

(3.19)

where the vector potential is linearly polarized in the z direction. The terms vz and
v⊥ are the velocity components along and perpendicular to the vector potential.
Note that the initial ground state energy of Ψ0 is the negative ionization potential
E0 = −Ip . It is used to evaluate the propagator Ûelec (t , t ) in Eq. (3.17).
The main
contribution to av (t) comes from the time t = t0 , where


∂t S(t, t )
= 0. For other times t , the phase of S(t, t ) oscillates too rapidly

t =t0

such that these times do not contribute to the overall signal in ﬁrst order [126]. This
8
In the length form, a potential energy shift appears whose physical meaning is not
clear [197, 198].
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Fig. 3.8. The angular momentum distributions of the photoelectron are shown for Ne (left)
and Ar (right). The SFA model (green line), the CCSFA (red line), the TDSE results with
SAE approximation (black line), and the experimental data (black dots) are compared. These
ﬁgures are taken from Ref. [124]. © 2008 Taylor & Francis Group.

approach is known as the saddle point method. The derivative condition leads to an
equation for t0 . It reads
sin2 (ωL t0 ) + γ 2 = 0,

(3.20)

where γ is the Keldysh parameter, and the ﬁnal time has been conveniently set to
t = nπ such that the vector potential vanishes. Any other ﬁnal time is also possible,
since the result should not depend on the ﬁnal time, which may be deﬁned by the
measuring process.
The electric ﬁeld is taken as a plane wave with frequency ωL and amplitude
E0 . Furthermore, setting v⊥ = vz = 0 means the initial velocity of the electron after
tunneling is 0. The time which solves Eq. (3.20) is pure imaginary t0 = iτ indicating a
classically forbidden region. For γ
1, the relation γ = ωL τ emerges, which connects
the Keldysh parameter with the so called tunneling time τ [126]. For t0 = iτ , the
phase is purely imaginary as well and reads S = −i2/3 Ip τ . Hence, one ﬁnds the
ionization rate
√ 3

2
Γ ∝ e−i S  = e2 Im[S] = e−2/3 2Ip /E0
(3.21)
decreases exponentially with a higher ionization potential and a weaker electric ﬁeld.
The prefactor of the ionization rate can be approximated by analytical results for a
Coulomb barrier [183, 199].
In the perturbative multiphoton regime (γ
1), Eq. (3.20) interestingly yields
τ ≈ ln(2γ)/ωL . Consequently, the ionization rate becomes proportional to the electric
ﬁeld, i.e.,
Γ ∝ E02N = I N

with

N = Ip /ωL

(3.22)

and I = E02 the ﬁeld intensity. The exponent N gives rise to a photon order and is a
good estimate how many photons are required to ionize the system.
Despite the success of the SFA, it is known that neglecting the long-range Coulomb
potential leads to disagreement with experimental [200, 201] and numerical [202, 203]
results in the total ionization rates and especially in the angular photoelectron distribution. Groups have worked on including Coulomb corrections by eikonal-like approximations for the Coulomb-Volkov continuum [204, 205] or by semiclassical perturbation theory [124]. The latter method is commonly called Coulomb-corrected SFA
(CCSFA) [124,206]. In Fig. 3.8, the angular photoelectron distributions are shown
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(b) HHG spectrum

Fig. 3.9. (a) Illustration of the semiclassical three-step model for HHG. The ﬁgure is taken
from Ref. [222]. © 2010 Nature Publishing Group (NPG). (b) A sketch of a typical HHG
spectrum showing the below-threshold harmonics (BTH), the plateau region, and the cut-oﬀ
region.

for the SFA (green line), the CCSFA (red line), the TDSE results with the singleactive-electron (SAE) approximation (black line), and the experimental data (black
dots). The SFA does not correctly describes the angular distribution. The CCSFA
signiﬁcantly improves the results towards the SAE and experimental results.
Other widely used techniques to determine the tunnel ionization rates are numerical based Floquet theory [207], complex scaling [208, 209], and explicit time integration
methods [210–212] discussed in Sect. 3.7.

3.4 High harmonic generation
One of the most fundamental processes in attosecond physics is high harmonic generation (HHG) (for a review see Ref. [213]). HHG is used to generate sub-femtosecond
pulses with photon energies in the EUV range from NIR femtosecond pulses. HHG
was ﬁrst observed in the late 1980s in rare gas atoms [214, 215]. Rapid developments have now made it possible to generate isolated attosecond pulses shorter
than 100 as [216, 217], and with photon energies up to the x-ray regime [121].
These x-ray pulses can in principle be used to generate subattosecond (zeptosecond)
pulses [218,219].
The mechanism behind HHG is well explained by a semiclassical model called
the three-step model [220, 221]. It factorizes the HHG mechanism into three separate
steps. An illustration of the three-step process is shown in Fig. 3.9a. In the ﬁrst step
the outer-most electron gets tunnel-ionized by the NIR ﬁeld. In step two, the electron
moves in the presence of the electric ﬁeld and due to the short cycle period of the NIR
pulse, the electric ﬁeld drives the electron back towards the ion. In the third step, the
electron can recombine with the ion via emitting a high energy photon. The photon
energy is determined by the ionization potential Ip plus the amount of energy that the
electron gained in the NIR ﬁeld. The maximum emitted photon energy (commonly
referred to as the cut-oﬀ energy) is given by [220]
Ecutoﬀ = Ip + 3.17 Up ,
2

(3.23)

E
where Up = 4ω
2 is the ponderomotive potential, i.e., the cycle-averaged quiver energy
of a free electron in an electric ﬁeld with amplitude E and frequency ω. Characteristic
for HHG is the plateau region, where the harmonics extend up to the cut-oﬀ energy
without decreasing in strength (see Fig. 3.9b).
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A thorough theoretical discussion of HHG based on the SFA has been given in
Ref. [223], which relates the analytically derived dipole moment, x (t), to the HHG
spectrum. Particularly the saddle-point approximations, which are made in the derivation, provide a physical picture of the underlying process. Whereas in Sect. 3.3 the
saddle-point approximation has been made only with respect to the tunneling time
τ [cf. Eq. (3.20)], the saddle-point approximation of the classical action of x (t) is
done in HHG with respect to three variables: (1) canonical momentum p; (2) the
tunneling time τ ; and (3) the return time t. As a result, three saddle-point equations
appear: [223]
∂p S(p, t, τ ) = x(t) − x(τ ) = 0,

(3.24a)

∂τ S(p, t, τ ) =

[p + α A(t − τ )]2
+ Ip = 0,
2

(3.24b)

∂t S(p, t, τ ) =

[p + α A(t − τ )]2
[p + α A(t)]2
+
= 2N + 1,
2
2

(3.24c)

where S is the classical action, and N is a positive integer number. Each of these
equations has a physical implication. Equation (3.24a) states that the returning electron recombines exactly at the same position where the electron has been initially
ionized. Equation (3.24b) deﬁnes the tunnel time τ [cf. Eq. (3.20)]. Only imaginary τ
can fulﬁll Eq. (3.24b). Equation (3.24c) in combination with Equation (3.24b) relates
the photon energy of the emitted photon to the (2N + 1)-th harmonic of the driving
frequency ω.
HHG has also become very popular for molecular systems (for reviews see
Refs. [213, 224, 225]). For molecular HHG spectra, the non-spherical Coulomb potential can no longer be ignored. It has been shown that SFA calculations miss several
important features in the HHG spectrum [226, 227]. The quantitative rescattering
theory (QRT) [228] has become a very prominent way to calculate HHG spectra for
molecules. It relates the recombination step to inverse photoionization. Hence, in QRT
the recombination cross section gets replaced with the well-studied photoionization
cross section obtained from high-level calculations or experiments (see Sect. 3.2).
For time-dependent propagation methods as presented in Sect. 3.7, the Larmor
formula has to be used to calculate HHG spectra. The Larmor formula connects
the acceleration of a charged particle, aˆc  (t), to the emitted radiation, S(ω) [139].
Just as the photoionization cross section can be described with a range of equivalent
expressions [see discussion of Eq. (3.7)], so too are there several equivalent ways to
express the HHG spectrum,
2  ∞



 ∞
 



2  ∞
2
S(ω) ∝  dt e−iωt âc  (t) =  dt e−iωt ∂t v̂ (t)  =  dt e−iωt ∂t2 r̂ (t)  .
−∞

−∞

−∞

(3.25)
The acceleration [âc  (t)], the velocity [v̂ (t)], and the length [r̂ (t)] forms are
shown in Eq. (3.25). As in the case of the photoionization cross section, all three
expressions are only equivalent when the exact wavefunction is known. For atomic
hydrogen, the equalities of the expressions in Eq. (3.25) have been conﬁrmed numerically [229]. For multi-electron systems, approximations have to be made to the wavefunction and/or the Hamiltonian. Hence, the equalities in Eq. (3.25) do not strictly
hold anymore. Results based on the TDCIS method (see Sect. 3.7.2) have shown that
for larger atoms the discrepancy in the HHG spectrum increases between the length
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Fig. 3.10. (a) The concept of phase matching and the coherent build up of the macroscopic
HHG signal are illustrated. (b) The geometrical Guoy phase is shown. It changes particularly
around the focal point of the NIR driving ﬁeld. The Guoy phase has to be considered to
ensure phase matching. The ﬁgure is taken from Ref. [222]. © 2010 Nature Publishing Group
(NPG).

and the acceleration forms. This indicates that the approximations made in TDCIS
(and even more for the SFA and SAE models) become less valid for heavier atoms.
For the two lightest noble gas atoms helium and neon, both ways of calculating the
HHG yield identical results.
3.4.1 Extending the cut-oﬀ energy & phase matching
The attribute “high” in HHG is justiﬁed, since the harmonic order n can easily
be a triple-digit number (n ≥ 100). In a very recent experiment, harmonic orders
of n > 5000 have been achieved [121]. Interestingly, Eq. (3.23) states that higher
cut-oﬀ energies can be achieved with lower driving frequencies (longer wavelengths).
The maximum harmonic order achievable goes with ω −3 . Long driving wavelengths
have been proven to be a successful way to increase the cut-oﬀ energy into the water
window (≈ 300−−500 eV) [230] and even up into hard x-ray regime above 1 keV [121].
Equation (3.23) shows that increasing the wavelength is not the only way to increase
the cut-oﬀ energy. Higher electric ﬁeld strengths (or intensities) als move the cut-oﬀ
energy into the keV regime [231].
Both approaches for extending the cut-oﬀ energy (using longer wavelengths or
higher intensities) have drawbacks. High intensities automatically lead to higher ionization probabilities. Highly ionized media, however, are not wanted. They result in
strong dispersion eﬀects. As a consequence, the HHG spectrum signiﬁcantly changes
while traveling through the medium. Dispersion eﬀects need to be minimized to ensure the HHG light is always in phase with the driving ﬁeld such that the maximum
gain in the HHG yield can be achieved (see Fig. 3.10). If the HHG light is out of
phase with the driving ﬁeld, the HHG light produced from diﬀerent atoms no longer
adds up constructively [232, 233].
The ionization potential is another knob that can be turned (by targeting the
appropriate atom) to increase the cut-oﬀ energy. Large ionization potentials are favorable not just because of Eq. (3.23). They reduce the ionization probability and
make it, therefore, easier to ensure phase-matching. Hence, the most ideal atoms are
noble gas atoms, particularly He [234].
Locking of the phase velocities of the HHG ﬁeld to that of the driving ﬁeld is known
as phase-matching (for a review see [235]). In Fig. 3.10(a) the idea of phase matching is
illustrated. Figure 3.10(b) shows the Guoy phase [236], which changes mostly around
the focus point of the laser ﬁeld and arises due to geometrical reasons [237]. The
correct Guoy phase is important for the HHG spectrum. This has been shown for
Xe [238] where the overall HHG spectrum changes dramatically depending on the
geometrical Guoy phase. The Guoy phase is controlled by the position of the laser
focus relative to the gas medium (see Fig. 3.10).
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Phase-matching is the main bottleneck for generating broad HHG spectra ranging
into the x-ray regime [213, 239], since it is diﬃcult to ensure phase matching over
such a large energy range. Long wavelengths avoid high ionization rates but suﬀer
low conversion eﬃciencies, which scale microscopically with λ−6.5 [240–243].
Several novel ideas [244–250], which go beyond a single active electron [244] and a
single driving frequency [245–250], have been proposed to extend the HHG energy cutoﬀ. Unfortunately, the conversion eﬃciency is quite reduced compared to conventional
HHG. Instead of ionizing just one electron, an idea was put forward [244] to ionize
two electrons and let them recombine simultaneously. This leads to a second plateau
region in the HHG spectrum. The eﬃciency is strongly reduced by up to 12 orders of
magnitude. Multi-color driving ﬁelds [245] have been explored as well as combinations
of an intense NIR pulse with an assisting non-resonant [246–248] or resonant [249, 250]
UV/x-ray pulse.

3.4.2 Isolated attosecond pulses
The discrete harmonic peaks in the HHG spectrum (as in Fig. 3.9) lead to attosecond pulse trains rather than an isolated pulses. To generate isolated attosecond
pulses [251], a frequency ﬁlter is used (often a thin metal foil) to ﬁlter out a continuous energy window of the HHG spectrum in the cut-oﬀ region [252]. Phase stability
over the entire spectrum is important for generating pulses with a ﬁnite duration.
Having control over the phase of each single frequency allows one to create pulses
with arbitrary pulse shapes [253]. For Fourier-limited pulses, the pulse duration is
inversely proportional to the bandwidth of the HHG spectrum, i.e., τ = 4 ln(2)/(dω),
where τ and dω are the FWHM-duration and FWHM-bandwidth, respectively, of
the intensity proﬁle. Hence, subfemtosecond pulses require bandwidths of a few eV
whereas subattosecond pulses require bandwidths reaching into the keV regime [218].
To experimentally prove that the generated HHG spectrum really leads to attosecond pulses, it is necessary to measure phase and amplitude of the frequency
components of the HHG spectrum. There exist two main techniques to characterize
attosecond pulses:
1. Reconstruction of attosecond beating by interference of two-photon transition
(RABITT) [232, 254, 255],
2. Frequency-resolved optical gating (FROG) [256–258].
The pulse durations obtained by both methods agree within 10% [259]. RABITT can
only be used to determine the pulse duration of attosecond pulses in pulse trains
(not isolated attosecond pulses). RABITT (see Fig. 3.11) is based on interferences
of two-photon-processes, which lead to photoelectron energies corresponding to even
harmonics of the driving frequency ω. This is done by overlapping the attosecond
pulse train with the driving NIR ﬁeld. The interference appears due to two ionization
pathways: (1) absorbing an UV photon and an NIR photon [(2n − 1)ω + ω], and (2)
absorbing an UV photon and emission of an NIR photon [(2n + 1)ω − ω]. The relative
phase between the harmonics 2n ± 1 can be measured by changing the time delay
between the attosecond pulse train and the NIR driving ﬁeld.
FROG is an auto-correlation technique. It is based on an iterative method to reconstruct the amplitude and the phase of the electric ﬁeld [256]. FROG has been widely
used for optical ﬁelds. A modiﬁed version of FROG called FROG-CRAB (Frequencyresolved optical gating for complete reconstruction of attosecond bursts) [257, 260]
can characterize isolated attosecond pulses, and it is nowadays widely used experimentally [261, 262]. FROG-CRAB measures the FROG trace between a low-frequency
ﬁeld and the isolated attosecond pulse. To do so, the attosecond UV pulse ionizes the
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Fig. 3.11. Illustration of a RABITT measurement. The overlap of HHG and driving ﬁelds
leads to two ambiguous ionization pathways (right ﬁgure) The resulting interferences in the
electron energy as a function of the time delay (upper right ﬁgure) contains information
about the relative phases between neighboring harmonics in the HHG spectrum. The ﬁgure
is taken from Ref. [232]. © 2005 American Physical Society (APS).

system with a one-photon step and the low-frequency ﬁeld dresses the ionized electron
in the continuum (like attosecond streaking discussed in Sect. 3.5). The FROG trace
is, then, given by the spectrum of the ionized electron |a(v, τ )|2 , where a(v, τ ) is the
transition amplitude to a ﬁnal continuum state with velocity v [cf. Eq. (3.17)]. The
term τ is the time delay between the two pulses. The low-frequency, dressing ﬁeld is
used like a temporal phase gate eiφ(τ ) , where φ(τ ) is the accumulated phase of the
ionized electron in the dressing ﬁeld.
3.4.3 Probing electronic structure and dynamics
Up to now, HHG has been discussed as a tool to generate attosecond UV/x-ray
pulses used for studying ultrafast processes. The popularity of HHG, however, does
not stop here. HHG has become more and more a scientiﬁc tool in itself to study
electronic structure and dynamics of atoms and molecules [225]. Particularly popular
is tomographic imaging of the outer-most molecular orbitals (HOMOs) [119]. The
idea behind this tomographic approach is that the HHG spectrum contains structural
information of the orbitals. The HHG spectrum depends on the recombination matrix
elements ϕi | r̂ |ϕe , where ϕi is the hole wavefunction, ϕe is the wavefunction of the
returning electron. Assuming that the returning electron can be approximated as a
plane wave (ϕe (r) ≈ eik·r ) the HHG spectrum contains spatial Fourier components
of ϕi , which can be used to reconstruct the hole orbital [115, 119].
It is even possible to apply this technique to HHG spectra with multiple orbital
contributions [263]. Here the ability to laser-align molecules (see Sect. 2) is crucial,
since tunnel ionization and recombination are highly angle-dependent processes. In
Fig. 3.12, the HHG spectrum for laser-aligned SO2 is shown. At pump-probe delays
where the molecular alignment is non-isotropic (alignment or anti-alignment), new
features appear in the HHG spectrum. Depending on whether molecules are aligned
or anti-aligned, certain harmonics are suppressed or enhanced, indicating multi-orbital
contributions.
Normally it is assumed that the HHG electron only comes from the most weakly
bound (outer-most) orbital. This is not true anymore when the ionization potentials of neighboring states are quite similar. Consequently, the hole wavefunction of
the ion is not stationary anymore, and can be written as a superposition of several ionic states. Correlation eﬀects within the ion can also lead to additional hole
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Fig. 3.12. HHG spectrum of SO2 is shown as function of pump-probe delay. With the help
of impulsive alignment, HHG spectra from diﬀerently aligned molecules can be obtained.
Particularly at pump-probe delays where the alignment is non-isotropic, new feature appear
in the HHG spectrum. The ﬁgure is taken from Ref. [263]. © 2008 American Association
for the Advancement of Science (AAAS).

motions [264, 265]. In SO2 up to 3 orbitals (i.e., HOMO, HOMO-1, and HOMO-2)
can contribute [266] to the HHG signal depending on the alignment of the molecule
with respect to the strong ﬁeld polarization direction. Ionizing along the molecular
axis can lead to a coherent superposition of HOMO and HOMO-2. It has been even
demonstrated that it is possible to retrieve the relative phase between the two orbitals at the time of tunnel ionization [266]. However, other experimental [115] and
theoretical [224] studies seem to suggest that there is no strong HOMO-2 contribution
in the HHG spectrum and that the HOMO orbital is suﬃcient to explain the HHG
spectrum.
Multi-orbital contributions can also play a role in atoms [268–270], but they are
less prominent due to higher symmetries and larger energy diﬀerences between the
orbitals. For larger atoms, multi-electron eﬀects start to emerge. A very prominent
example is the giant dipole resonance in Xe as discussed in Sect. 3.2 in terms of the
photoionization cross section. The giant dipole resonance (originating from the 4d
subshell) also aﬀects the photoionization cross sections of the 5s and 5p subshells due
to interchannel coupling. As a result, signatures of the giant dipole resonance appear
in the recombination step (εl → 5p) and, therefore, also in the HHG spectrum,
provided the cut-oﬀ energy is large enough to reveal this feature (Ecutoﬀ > 100 eV).
This has been conﬁrmed experimentally for the ﬁrst time in Ref. [269]. Figure 3.13a
shows the experimental HHG spectrum for diﬀerent cut-oﬀ energies. The giant dipole
resonance starts to appear with increasing Ecutoﬀ . Results from theoretical ab initio
calculations based on TDCIS (see Sect. 3.7.2) are shown in Fig. 3.13b. No giant
dipole resonance can be seen in the HHG spectrum when interchannel interactions
are ignored.
Also the Cooper minimum in Argon, which has been discussed in Sect. 3.2 in terms
of the photoionization cross section, can be seen in the HHG spectrum [268, 271–273].
In Sect. 3.8.2 the inﬂuence of multiple orbitals on the location and shape of the
Cooper minimum is discussed. Analogous to atoms, the Cooper minimum does also
exist in molecules [274], and, therefore, also in the HHG spectrum of molecules. This
has been recently experimentally demonstrated on N2 [275] and CS2 [276].
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Fig. 3.13. (a) The experimentally obtained HHG spectrum of Xe is shown for diﬀerent
driving pulses leading to diﬀerent energy cut-oﬀs. The ﬁgure is taken from Ref. [267]. © 2012
IOP Publishing. (b) The theoretical spectrum obtained with a TDCIS approach is shown
with (red line) and without (green line) interchannel coupling.

3.5 Attosecond streaking
After the discussion of photoionization and tunnel ionization—the two most important processes in attosecond physics—and how they are involved in generating
attosecond pulses, the focus now shifts to applications and prominent attosecond
techniques involving both types of ionization processes. Pump-probe experiments are
an ideal tool to study fundamental physical mechanisms in a time-resolved fashion [3]. One popular pump-probe experiment is streaking [277] and has been used for
atomic [278], molecular [279], and solid state [280] systems. As discussed in Sect. 3.3,
the exact eigenstates of a free electron in the presence of an electric ﬁeld are the Volkov
states [196]. The instantaneous velocity v(t) at time t can be directly connected to
the instantaneous velocity v(t ) at any other time t [see Eq. (3.18)]. Due to the importance of Eq. (3.18) for streaking, it is stated again: v(t) = v(t ) + α A(t ) − α A(t).
When the electron hits the detector and its energy gets measured, no electric ﬁeld
is present such that A(t ) = 0. Additionally, when the initial velocity v(t) is known,
it is possible to extract uniquely the time t from Eq. (3.18) for an appropriate shape
of the streaking pulse. “Appropriate” means in this context that the vector potential
A(t) changes over the period of interest such that A(t) can be mapped one-to-one
to the time t. In Fig. 3.14, the principle idea of a streaking experiment is illustrated.
Due to the time-dependent vector potential, the temporal structure of the electron
wavepacket can be uniquely mapped onto the kinetic energy of the electron, which
can be measured quite precisely. This makes it possible to measure the chirp of an
electronic wavepacket as illustrated in Fig. 3.14. Depending on the energy resolution
of the detector and the gradient of the vector potential ∂t A(t), a time resolution on
the attosecond scale can be easily achieved [281–283] and even zeptosecond resolution
is feasible [133].
Streaking can be also used to determine the shape of the streaking pulse itself [285]
or the shape of the photoionizing pulse [277, 284] (for a review see Ref. [286]). When
the streaking pulse is well-known, photoionization directly connects the substructure
of the electron momentum distribution to information about the chirp and pulse
duration of the ionizing pulse. The shift of the center of the electron momentum
distribution (p0 in Fig. 3.14) is a direct measure of the vector potential. The entire
vector potential A(t) can be measured by varying the pump-probe delay. The streaking pulse can vary from terahetz (THz) [282] to IR frequencies [285]. It is important
that the jitter (i.e, ﬂuctuation in the pump-probe delay) is small compared to the
wavelength of the streaking ﬁeld.
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Fig. 3.14. Illustration of a streaking measurement with a chirped electron wavepacket.
Depending on the vector potential, the ﬁnal electron momentum distribution is broadened
or narrowed. The ﬁgure is taken from Ref. [284]. © 2011 Optical Society of America.

3.5.1 Studying ultrafast electron motion
One of the ﬁrst demonstrations of streaking has been done on atomic krypton [278].
After photoionizing the inner-shell 3d electron, the 3d−1 krypton ion decays further to
Kr2+ via the prominent MNN-Auger decay [287, 288]. The time at which each single
Auger decay event happened was measured by streaking the Auger electron. From
the resulting statistics, which show an exponential decay behavior (∝ e−t/τh ), the
lifetime of the 3d hole was found to be τh = 7.9±1.0 fs. The corresponding linewidth of
Γ = 84 ± 10 meV agrees well with the 88 ± 4 meV energy-domain measurements [288].
The pump pulse, which deﬁnes the reference t = 0, must be short in comparison to
the Auger decay; hence, it needs to be on the subfemtosecond scale.
Streaking measurements make it possible to study very fundamental questions
about the dynamics of electrons that could not have been addressed before. For
instance, when several subshells of an system (e.g., atom) can be directly ionized:
Does the ionization happen in all subshells at the same time? Streaking measurements
on neon showed that the 2p electron is ionized 21 as later than the more tightly
bound 2s electron [283]. This ﬁnding sparked a wave of theoretical investigations [289–
294] not just in neon but also in other noble gas atoms [291]. Time delays between
diﬀerent ionization channels have been measured in other atoms as well [295, 296].
Most theoretical studies [289,290, 292] predict a time delay of no more than ≈ 10 as–
half the experimental value. Some studies point towards an additional measurementinduced time delay originating from the IR streaking pulse [294]. For a review about
attosecond delays in photoionization see Ref. [131].
With the high time resolution of streaking experiments it is possible to address
whether tunneling takes a ﬁnite amount of time (i.e., tunneling time) or happens
instantaneously [297, 298]. In the classically forbidden tunneling limit, the tunneling
time is purely imaginary indicating that tunneling is an instantaneous process in
real time. A recent experiment [299] on helium strengthens this statement by setting
the upper limit for the tunneling time at 12 as due to experimental uncertainties.
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Experimentally it is quite diﬃcult to deﬁne an initial time just before the electron
tunnels and a ﬁnal time when the electron appears outside the barrier.
The authors of Ref. [299] were able to do so by using elliptically polarized light.
The maximum of the electric ﬁeld deﬁnes the initial time of tunneling. The angular
kick the electron experienced due to the elliptically polarized light determines the time
the electron appears in the continuum [300]. The diﬀerence between these two times
yields the tunneling time. In contrast to previous examples, the angular rather than
the radial vector potential component is exploited. Another modiﬁcation to common
streaking experiments is that only one pulse has been used, which operates as pump
and as probe. A separate pump pulse is not needed due to the highly non-linear tunnel
ionization rate, which naturally selects time “zero” to be the time when the electric
ﬁeld reaches its maximum.

3.6 Attosecond transient absorption spectroscopy
In the previous section, the strong-ﬁeld pulse has been used to probe the ionized
electron. In the following, another pump–probe setup is explored, where the longer
pulse is used as pump and the shorter (UV attosecond) pulse is used as probe. The
longer pulse could be an NIR pulse, which tunnel-ionizes the system. The shorter
UV attosecond pulse probes the system via 1-photon absorption. However, instead
of probing the outgoing electron, as done in streaking, the attosecond pulse is used
to probe the ionized system that is left behind. The discrete electronic excitation
structure of an ion makes it possible to use resonances, which do not exist in a
continuum-continuum transition. Resonant transitions have the advantage of possessing a strongly enhanced transition probability and being energetically localized.
Both aspects make resonant transition features useful markers.
Since the electron is not probed, one does not look at electronic momentum
distributions but rather at the transmitted/absorbed probe signal. Therefore, this
technique is called (attosecond) transient absorption spectroscopy [301]. Transient
absorption spectroscopy was not invented by the attosecond community, it has been
already used on the femtosecond scale for probing chemical [302, 303] and solid
state systems [304]. However, it has been recently extended into the attosecond
regime [253, 301,305]. The time resolution arises by systematically changing the pumpprobe delay τ . The quality of the time resolution is determined on the one hand by
the duration of the probe pulse and on the other hand by the jitter in the pump-probe
delay.
The rapid progress in attosecond technology [3, 120], particularly, in controlling
the phases of single frequency components in ultrashort pulses [253] decreased the
jitter uncertainty to a few attoseconds. Beside the high attosecond resolution, there
is a nice side eﬀect that comes along with attosecond pulses. Due to their short
durations, they provide a broad spectrum. With a broad spectrum, several ionic excitations can be accessed with a single pulse. This has the advantages that phase
relations between diﬀerent states can be probed. At ﬁrst glance, the high temporal
and the high spectral resolutions seem to contradict each other due to Heisenberg’s
uncertainty principle. This is, however, not the case. The high temporal conﬁnement, due to the pulse duration, results in an excited electronic state which is not
well-deﬁned in energy. This has, however, no consequences for the high spectral resolution of the transmitted attosecond pulse at the detector. In a more technical
language, the high temporal and the high spectral resolutions are not conjugated
variables to each other and, therefore, can be independently measured from each
other.
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Fig. 3.15. (a) Illustration of the attosecond transient absorption experiment with atomic
krypton. The NIR pump pulse tunnel ionizes the atom and the EUV attosecond pulse probes
the ion by resonantly exciting the ion further. The transition lines of the transient absorption
spectrum contains population and coherence informations of ionic states. The theoretically
predicted (b) and the experimentally measured (c) spectra are shown. The ﬁgure is taken
from Ref. [301]. © 2010 Nature Publishing Group (NPG).

3.6.1 Studying dynamical processes in ionic systems
The ﬁrst demonstration of attosecond transient absorption spectroscopy has been
done with atomic krypton [301]. The NIR pump pulse tunnel-ionizes the atom by
creating a hole in the 4p−1 manifold. The attosecond pulse probes the ionic states
by exciting the ion into states with a hole in the 3d−1 manifold. In Fig. 3.15 a
sketch the pump and probe steps (a) as well as the theoretically predicted (b) and
experimentally measured (c) transient absorption spectrum are shown. Due to spinorbit interaction, there are three transition lines instead of just one visible between the
−1
−1
→ [3dm
,
4p−1 and 3d−1 manifolds. The corresponding transitions are [4pm
3/2 ]
5/2 ]
m −1
m −1
m −1
m −1
[4p1/2 ] → [3d3/2 ] , and [4p3/2 ] → [3d3/2 ] . The population probabilities are
directly proportional to the corresponding transition strengths [305]. Even coherence
properties can be extracted from the spectrum via the shape of the transition lines. In
Fig. 3.16(a), the inﬂuence of the line shape on the eﬀective line strength is shown. It
reveals the hole dynamics due to the coherence superposition between the ionic states
±1/2
±1/2
[4p3/2 ]−1 and [4p1/2 ]−1 . Consequently, the full state of the ionic system, which is
given by the ion density matrix (IDM), can be measured.
An analytic expression has been derived in Ref. [305] which treats the probe pulse
in 1st -order perturbation theory. By ﬁtting the analytic expression to the experimental data, all entries of the IDM (within the 4p−1 manifold) can be extracted.
After doing this for many pump-probe delays τ , the entire hole dynamics of Kr+ is
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−1
−1
Fig. 3.16. (a) The beating of the [4pm
→ [3dm
transition line is shown. This beating
3/2 ]
3/2 ]
±1/2

±1/2

gives a direct measure for the coherence between the [4p3/2 ]−1 and [4p1/2 ]−1 ionic states.
(b) The reconstructed phase between the two ionic states is shown. After having determined
the populations and phase between ionic state, the full hole dynamics, which is shown at the
bottom, can be reconstructed. The ﬁgure is taken from Ref. [301]. © 2010 Nature Publishing
Group (NPG).
±1/2

±1/2

reconstructed. The relative phase between the ionic states [4p3/2 ]−1 and [4p1/2 ]−1
and the resulting spatial motion of the hole state are shown in Fig. 3.16(b). Furthermore, even traces of doubly ionized krypton states have been seen. This makes
it possible to directly test many-body physics of multielectron ionization dynamics
with transient absorption spectroscopy [306].
An important assumption in the above discussion is that the ion is an isolated
system meaning the ionized electron is far away and cannot inﬂuence the ion anymore.
When pump and probe pulses do overlap, this assumption does not hold anymore.
It is, therefore, not clear to which extent the transient absorption signal can be still
related to the instantaneous IDM. However, it turns out that transient absorption
spectroscopy can even oﬀer insight into laser-induced electron-ion interactions. This
becomes particularly important when sub-cycle ionization dynamics are studied.
3.6.2 Studying excited electronic states
Attosecond transient absorption spectroscopy refers only to how the system gets
probed. Therefore, there are many ways the system can be prepared (by the pump
pulse). Instead of ionizing krypton with an intense NIR pulse, another attosecond
pulse can be used to initially ionize krypton [307]. Helium is another popular system
that has been studied by transient absorption spectroscopy [308–312]. The pump
step here is an excitation to Rydberg states rather than tunnel or photoionization.
Many phenomena can be observed with such pump schemes. If the excited state is a
metastable state, the autoionization dynamics can be studied [310, 313]. The AutlerTownes splitting of the excited states can also be probed by applying an additional
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NIR pulse that induces a coupling to nearby Rydberg states [308, 310–312]. A subcycle Stark-shift driven by an NIR pulse has also been observed in an excited helium
atom [309].
It is also possible to probe the recombination dynamics of HHG mechanism by
transient absorption [314]. Here, an attosecond pulse train rather than an isolated
attosecond pulse is used as probe. First, one attosecond pulse excites the electron
into a Rydberg state. The NIR pulse drives this electron away and back to the ion (as
in HHG). When the electron returns, the subsequent attosecond pulse excites another
electron. This leads to inferences in the HHG spectrum, which can be used to study
the underlying electronic dynamics.

3.7 Numerical methods in strong-field physics
There exist two major theoretical approaches for describing the underlying ultrafast processes. One approach is based more on analytical expressions (like the SFA).
Many simpliﬁcations have to be made in order to arrive at these analytical expressions, limiting applicability. More general approaches are no longer analytically
solvable and require computational help. This means numerically solving the timedependent Schrödinger equation (TDSE) [cf. Eq. (3.2a)]. However, even the TDSE
cannot be solved numerically for many-electron systems without making some approximations [315].
For systems that are not highly correlated such as noble gas atoms, it is useful to
exploit an independent particle picture, where the N electrons only interact indirectly
with each other via a mean-ﬁeld potential created commonly by all N electrons. The
most common mean-ﬁeld theory is Hartree-Fock (HF) [152, 316], which approximates
the full N -electron wavefunction |Ψ by a single Slater determinant |Φ0  as described
in Sect. 3.2. Most many-body theories [317] (e.g., conﬁguration-interaction or couplecluster) use the HF state as a reference state to build up a multi-conﬁguration wavefunction consisting of several Slater determinants, which is able to capture correlation
eﬀects going beyond the independent particle picture. However, these many-body theories have the disadvantage that they quickly become numerically costly. Hence, they
are mainly used for ground state properties of molecular systems.
In strong-ﬁeld calculations, it is necessary to describe a wide range of continuum
states, since an electron can be freed from the system and may even return to it at
a later time. The highly delocalized continuum states required in the calculations do
not favor an orbital description based on Gaussian-type functions as done in most
quantum chemistry approaches [211]. The non-adiabatic character of the electronic
motion makes it quite challenging to exploit many-body theories including a high
degree of correlations.
For multi-cycle pulses, it is advantageous to exploit the periodicity of the pulse
by using Floquet theory [207, 318]. The time-dependent Hamiltonian is transformed
into a time-independent, block-trigonal Hamiltonian, where the diagonal blocks correspond to the number of photons that have been absorbed or emitted.
Many ultrafast processes in closed-shell systems are dominated by a single particle.
Adapting the theoretical approach by incorporating a single-active-electron (SAE)
picture is quite advantageous. A single-active electron (SAE) picture means only one
electron is involved in the process (active electron) whereas all other electrons are
just spectators (passive electrons) and are not aﬀected by the dynamics of the active
electron or the external ﬁeld. On the one side, it dramatically reduces the numerical
challenges (see Sect. 3.7.1). On the other side, it also favors a more intuitive physical
picture.
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However, many-body eﬀects going beyond the SAE picture do exist and indeed
become even very important for larger atoms and molecular systems as discussed
in Sect. 3.4. A time-dependent conﬁguration-interaction singles (TDCIS) approach
makes use of a single-active electron picture. However, it does not restrict from which
orbital the electron gets ionized. It is also possible for the active electron to modify the
ionic state after it has been ionized (i.e., interchannel interactions). In Sect. 3.7.2, the
basic aspects of TDCIS are discussed. In Sect. 3.8, ultrafast phenomena are reviewed
that require many-body theories like TDCIS and cannot be explained by a SAE
picture. First, however, the SAE approach with its advantages and disadvantages is
discussed.
3.7.1 Single-active-electron models
The most common numerical approach to tackle strong-ﬁeld problems is solving the
TDSE [cf. Eq. (3.2a)] with the SAE approximation. The SAE reduces the Hamiltonian
to a one-particle Hamiltonian
Ĥ =

p̂2
+ V̂ ,
2

(3.26)

where V̂ is a one-particle potential resulting from the interaction with the remaining
electrons. In the SAE, V̂ is commonly described by a local model potential [272].
For atomic systems, the model potential is also assumed to be spherically symmetric.
In the limit of very short and very large distances, the behavior of V̂ is known:
limr→0 V (r) = −Z/r and limr→∞ V (r) = −1/r. Very close to the atomic core, the
electronic potential is dominated by the nuclear potential (i.e., −Z/r). Far away from
the atom, the nuclear potential is screened by the remaining N − 1 electrons and
the ionized electron feels an attractive potential of a singly-charged point-particle
(i.e., −1/r). Between these two limits, the model potential is constructed such that
the ionization potential and excitation energies are well reproduced [319]. A common
example of a model potential looks like [272]
V (r) = −

1 + Ae−Br + (Z − 1 − A)e−Cr
,
r

(3.27)

where A, B and C are the coeﬃcients adjusting the potential. Despite the simplicity
of such model potentials, they can explain and reproduce quite well experimental
observations like ATI and HHG spectra [319]. The success of SAE models conﬁrms
that a wide range of strong-ﬁeld and attosecond processes are mainly one-electron
processes. This is particularly true for noble gas atoms, speciﬁcally the lighter ones.
For heavier noble gas atoms [269] or molecules [320] many-electron eﬀects and the
interaction of several orbitals start to emerge. In this case, it is not possible to capture
the dynamics with the SAE approximation, since SAE assumes that all other electrons
are frozen.
The SAE approximation does also imply that the remaining ion can only be in
one speciﬁc state, normally the ionic ground state. SAE is a single-channel theory,
where the term “channel” refers to the state of the N − 1 electrons. It is necessary
to use multi-channel theories when studying ionic excitations and superpositions of
several ionic states (as discussed in Sect. 3.6)
The spherically symmetric character of the ionic potential is strictly speaking not
true, since mostly the outer-most p0 orbital gets ionized by linearly polarized light.
Hence, the electron distribution in the ion is not spherical and, therefore, also the
resulting potential is not spherical. For atomic systems, that may not be so critical.
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For molecular systems, however, the potential is obviously non-spherical and also
electron-electron interactions become more important.
One way to construct a molecular SAE potential is by following the spirit of density
functional theory (DFT) [211, 321]. Here, a one-particle potential is reconstructed
from the electron density of the neutral ground state, which can be calculated with
standard quantum chemistry codes (e.g., dalton [322]). The overall SAE potential
can be written as [211]
x
d
(r) + Ven (r) + Vee
(r) + Gc (r),
V (r) = Vee

(3.28)

d/x

where Vee (r) is the direct and exchange contribution of the electron electron interaction, respectively, Ven (r) is the attractive electron-nuclei interaction, and Gc (r) is a
long-range correction in order to obtain the right −1/r long-range behavior. The exx
is generally non-local. The local density approximation (LDA) [323]
change term Vee
x
in terms
is, however, a common way to make the potential local by expressing Vee
of the local electron density ρ(r). Other DFT approximations have also been considered to improve the SAE potential for molecules [324]. The quantity that determines
the success of these potentials is the angle-dependent ionization rate [211, 325] (see
Fig. 3.8 and discussion in Sect. 3.3). The correct angle dependence is particularly
important for imaging molecular orbitals [325].

3.7.2 Time-Dependent Conﬁguration-Interaction Singles (TDCIS)
A common post-Hartree-Fock method is conﬁguration-interaction (CI), which adds
systematically higher excitation classes to the wavefunction i.e.,
|Ψ = α0 |Φ0  +

N


n=1

= α0 |Φ0  +


a1 ,i1

a1 ,...,an
i1 ,...in

,...,an
αia11,...,i
n



αia11 Φai11 +

n


ĉ†ah ĉih |Φ0 

h=1



,...,an

|Φia11,...,i
n


a1 ,a2  a1 ,a2 
αi1 ,i2 Φi1 ,i2 + . . . ,

(3.29)

a1 ,a2 ,i1 ,i2


,...,an 
are n-particle-n-hole (np-nh) conwhere Φ0 is the HF ground state and Φai11,...,i
n
ﬁgurations with ĉ†a , ĉi being creation and annihilation operators of the corresponding
orbitals. The HF ground state is used as reference state from which all np-nh conﬁgurations are deﬁned. The indicies a and i refer to unoccupied (virtual) and occupied
orbitals in Φ0 , respectively. The indicies p, q, r, s are used to refer to all orbitals (occupied + unoccupied). If n goes up to the total number of electrons, one speaks of
full CI (FCI). Including only singly excited conﬁgurations is called CI-Singles (CIS).
Similarly, including only doubly excited conﬁgurations is called CI-Doubles (CID),
and including singly and doubly excited conﬁgurations is called CI-Singles-Doubles
(CISD).
The size of the np-nh-conﬁguration space is (Na Ni )n , where Na and Ni are the
numbers of unoccupied and occupied orbitals, respectively. Since Na is quite large
(in principle inﬁnitely large) it is computationally not feasible to go to very high
excitation classes. To calculate exact ground state properties (e.g., response functions), it not necessary to include states that are very delocalized and extend far
from the atom/molecule. Hence, Na is relatively small and higher np-nh-excitations
classes and, therefore, higher-order correlations can be included in the calculations.
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In strong-ﬁeld physics, where it is important to describe a wide range of the continuum states, Na can easily be a 5-digit number. Including, therefore, doubly or triply
excited conﬁgurations quickly becomes infeasible.
Time-dependent conﬁguration-interaction singles (TDCIS), with time-dependent
coeﬃcients αia (t), seems to be an ideal extension to the SAE model for investigating
strong-ﬁeld and attosecond phenomena. The TDCIS wavefunction reads

αia (t) |Φai  .
(3.30)
|Ψ(t) = α0 (t) |Φ0  +
a,i

This wavefunction ansatz still makes use of the fact that most strong-ﬁeld processes
in atoms are one-electron processes but it also acknowledges that the active electron
may not just come from the least weakly bound (outer-most) occupied orbital. TDCIS
also takes into account that the active electron can inﬂuence the state of the parent
ion.
The TDCIS method discussed here was ﬁrst presented by Rohringer et al. [326]
for atomic systems and has been later extended to include spin-orbit splitting for the
occupied orbitals [327] and the inclusion of the exact residual Coulomb interaction
Ĥ1 [165]. Later both extensions have been combined in order to study electron-ion
correlation eﬀects on orbitals that are split due to spin-orbit interaction [328]. The
Hamiltonian9
Ĥ(t) = Ĥ0 + Ĥ1 + E(t) ẑ

(3.31)

is preferably partitioned into three parts:
– Ĥ0 is the Fock operator deﬁning the HF ground state Φ0 and the one-particle
orbitals ϕp with their orbital energies εp (Ĥ0 |ϕp  = εp |ϕp ).
– Ĥ1 is the residual electron-electron interaction that cannot be captured by the
mean-ﬁeld potential that is included in Ĥ0 .
– The light-matter interaction E(t) ẑ, expressed in the length form after the dipole
approximation is made (no space dependence of E).
The residual Coulomb interaction Ĥ1 is the only two-body operator in Eq. (3.31) and
captures all eﬀects beyond an independent 
particle picture. The detailed expression
1
reads Ĥ1 = V̂ee − V̂HF −EHF , where V̂ee = 12 i=j |r̂i −r̂
is the exact electron-electron
j|
interaction, V̂HF is the HF mean-ﬁeld potential, and EHF is the HF ground state
energy. Subtracting EHF is only been done out of convenience, shifting all energies
such that the HF ground state has zero energy. Inserting Eq. (3.30) in Eq. (3.2a), the
equations of motion for the CI-coeﬃcients emerge, which read

Φ0 | ẑ |Φai  αia (t),
(3.32a)
iα0 (t) = E(t)
a,i

⎡
iαia (t) = (εa − εi ) αia (t) + E(t) ⎣Φai | ẑ |Φ0  α0 (t) +
+



 
Φai | Ĥ1 Φbj αjb (t).



⎤


Φai | ẑ Φbj αjb (t)⎦ (3.32b)

b,j

b,j
9
In Ref. [165, 181, 273, 328, 329] the charge of the electron is qe = 1 such that −E(t) rather
than E(t) appears.
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Fig. 3.17. Photoelectron wavepackets originating from the 4d0 and 5s orbitals are shown
for several time delays after the ionizing UV attosecond pulse has hit the atom. The mean
photon energy is 136 eV and the pulse duration is 10 as.

The terms Φ0 | ẑ |Φai  and Φai | ẑ |Φ0  describe the light-matter interaction that couples the neutral ground state to the singly-excited states. Note that Ĥ1 does not lead
to couplings between the ground state and the singly-excited states. Hence, without
any external ﬁeld the atom remains in the ground
  state.
By setting the matrix elements Φai | Ĥ1 Φbj with i = j to zero, the interchannel interaction can be switched oﬀ in the TDCIS model. When Ĥ1 is switched oﬀ
the intrachannel interactions are also ignored. This makes it possible to systematically study dynamical eﬀects that go beyond an independent particle picture. The
transition matrix elements Φai | ẑ Φbj separate into two independent single-particle
transitions [cf. Eq. (4) in Ref. [328]], one between occupied orbitals (ionic transition)
and one between virtual orbitals (electronic transition).
The calculated photoelectron wavepacket after ultrafast UV photoionization (10 as
pulse) is shown for the 5s and the 4d0 ionization channels in Fig. 3.17. The l = 1
and the l = 3 characteristics of the electron wavepackets are clearly visible. As noted
in Sect. 3.2 the photoelectron prefers to increase its angular momentum rather than
to decrease it when absorbing the photon. Therefore, the photoelectron of the 4d0
channel possesses mainly l = 3 character.
 
The residual Coulomb interaction within each channel (Φai | Ĥ1 Φbi ) is generally
not local and not spherically symmetric–approximations
that are normally made in
 
SAE models. Interchannel interactions (Φai | Ĥ1 Φbj with i = j) do fulﬁll this assumption even less. Only asymptotically do they hold. In Sect. 3.8.2, the eﬀect of
these approximations are discussed in terms of the HHG spectrum of argon.
Ion Density matrix. TDCIS describes two subsystems, the active electron and the
parent ion. In Sects. 3.8.1 and 3.8.3, situations are reviewed, where the interaction
between these two subsystems leads to measurable eﬀects in the ionic state. To extract
information about the ionic subsystem from the full N -body system, the trace of the
full N -electron density matrix ρ̂(t) = |Ψ(t) Ψ(t)| [330] over the other subsystems
(i.e., the electron) has to be performed [331, 332]. As a result, one obtains the reduced
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density matrix of the ionic subsystem
ρ̂IDM (t) = Tra [ρ̂(t)] ,
ρIDM
i,j (t) =





Φai | Ψ(t)


Ψ(t)| Φaj .

(3.33a)

(3.33b)

a

also called ion density matrix (IDM). This IDM uniquely characterizes the state of
the ion. Since more than one occupied orbital (channel) can be ionized, it is possible
to create a superposition of ionic eigenstates. Figure 3.16 shows the hole motion in
singly-ionized krypton. The IDM is also an ideal quantity to study coherences in the
ionic subsystem. After the atom has been ionized, the parent ion does not need to be
in a coherent state as the discussion of Sect. 3.8.1 shows.
Orbital representation. For atomic systems, it is convenient to use spherical coordinates, where the ﬁeld-free one-particle orbitals can be factorized into a radial and an
angular part, i.e.,
 r| ϕp  = ϕp (r) =

unp ,lp (r)
Ylp ,mp (Ω),
r

(3.34)

where np , lp and mp are the radial, the angular momentum, and the magnetic quantum numbers of the orbital ϕp , respectively. Yl,m (Ω) are spherical harmonics [20],
where Ω = (ϑ, ϕ) stands for the two angular coordinates. The factorization between
radial and angular parts has several advantages. First, the 3D-integrals needed for
evaluating the matrix elements in Eq. (3.32b) factorize into three 1D-integrals, where
the two angular integrals can be solved analytically (in the form of Clebsch-Gordan
coeﬃcients). Furthermore, the magnetic quantum number of the full N -electron state,
Ψ(t), is conserved (M = 0) for linearly polarized light10 . For TDCIS, this has the consequence that the magnetic quantum number of the active electron cannot be changed
(ma = mi ). This restriction in m is quite advantageous for numerical purposes.
The underlying radial grid is chosen to be nonlinear such that more grid points are
closer to the origin (i.e., the atomic nucleus). In particular, the Möbius transformation
x −→ r(x) = rmax ζ/2 (1 + x)(1 − x + ζ)−1 is exploited [165, 333] with x ∈ [−1, 1].
The nonlinearity of the mapping and the usage of pseudo-spectral techniques [333]
signiﬁcantly reduce the number of grid points needed to a few hundreds for system
sizes of around 100 a0 (a0 = 5.29 · 10−11 m).
Complex absorbing potential. For ionization scenarios, it is common that the ionized
electron separates from the ion with great speed. Before the pulse is over, the electron may have traveled several hundreds or thousands of a0 . Such large grids are
computationally not feasible. To avoid artiﬁcial reﬂections from the grid boundary, a
complex absorbing potential (CAP) is introduced [208], which absorbs the outgoing
electron just before the grid ends. By putting the absorbing potential at the end of
the grid, the absorbed electron is far enough away such that it does not inﬂuence the
ion anymore. Hence, the absorbing potential does not inﬂuence the physics near the
atom/ion.
Unfortunately, introducing a CAP results in a non-hermitian Hamiltonian (Ĥ →
Ĥ −iη Ŵ ). Hence, the norm of the wavefunction is not conserved anymore. The speciﬁc
shape of the absorbing potential used in all examples presented in Sect. 3.8 is given
10

Circularly or elliptically polarized light breaks this symmetry.
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by W (r) = (r − rc )2 Θ(r − rc ) [165], where Θ(x) is the Heaviside function. Having a
non-hermitian Ĥ0 also means that the orbital energies εp become complex.
If the CAP is chosen correctly, the imaginary part of εp can be directly related
to the lifetime of the orbital [208]. This is particularly interesting for autoionizing states [334]. An alternative method is exterior complex scaling (ECS), where
the radius r is replaced by a complex radius R(r) [208]. ECS is formally an exact
method, which make an analytical continuation of the Hamiltonian into the complex
plane [208]. However, the scaled Hamiltonian can also be separated into an unscaled
and a scaled part. The scaled part can then be treated as a CAP, which is now
non-local.
Absorbing the electron results in a reduced norm in the ionic subsystem. To restore
the norm, at least for the ionic subsystem, which should not be aﬀected by the CAP, a
correction term for ρ̂IDM has been derived. An explicit derivation is given in Sect. II.D
of Ref. [165]. The CAP correction can be also used to determine the ionization rate
or the ionization cross section [181], since each ionized electron has to hit the CAP
eventually. One has to be careful when the electron is only excited and still bound.
In this case the CAP correction cannot be used as a measure of ionization.
A more eﬃcient way to determine the photoionization cross section is by using the
autocorrelation function g(t1 − t0 ) =  Ψ(t1 )| Ψ(t0 ) with the initial state |Ψ(t0 ) =
p̂ |Φ0  [147, 335]. Here, one assumes a delta-like kick at time t0 such that all frequency
components are equally included. Consequently, all energy eigenstates are involved
in the system response. The photoionization cross section in terms of the correlation
function reads
 ∞


4π α
2π α ∞
iω t
iω t
Re
,
(3.35)
dt g(t) e
=
dt g(t) e
σ(ω) =
ω
ω
−∞
0
where in the second relation the property g(t) = g ∗ (−t) has been used.
Limitations. TDCIS is a multi-channel theory, where only one electron can be ionized. Hence, multiple ionization processes cannot be described by TDCIS. Due to the
residual Coulomb interaction, this outgoing electron can alter the ionic state. The
degree of freedom of the ionic state is, however, quite limited. The only allowed ionic
states are one-hole conﬁgurations |Φi  = ĉi |Φ0 , where an electron is removed from
the HF ground state. In these conﬁgurations, all other electrons are frozen. Hence, the
only ionic motion allowed is the hopping of the hole between occupied orbitals. More
complicated dynamics require
 at least one more electron to be non-frozen meaning
2p-2h conﬁgurations Φai11,i,a22 are needed.
The consequences of the CIS restriction for the ionic states have been discussed in
Ref. [328]) in terms of the polarizability of the ion. The comparison with higher-order
approaches like CASSCF11 has shown that polarizability is underestimated by CIS.
Particularly the rearrangement of the remaining electrons is crucial to obtain a more
accurate picture of the ionic subsystem.

3.8 Applications
All strong-ﬁeld applications presented here focus on many-body and correlation eﬀects
that go beyond an independent particle picture. Already in a fundamental process
like photoionization these eﬀects are present. In Sect. 3.8.1, correlation eﬀects in
ultrafast attosecond photoionization is presented. There, a surprising phenomenon has
11

CASSCF–Complete Active Space Self-Consistent Field Theory.
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been found in the parent ion resulting from interchannel coupling eﬀects. The singleactive-electron model is tested in Sect. 3.8.2, where the inﬂuence of multi-orbitals
and multipole eﬀects in terms of the HHG spectrum of argon is investigated. The
state of the multi-level ion is uniquely deﬁned by the ion density matrix (IDM). The
IDM is experimentally accessible with transient absorption spectroscopy as discussed
in Sect. 3.6. Even ﬁeld-induced dynamics on a sub-cycle time scale can be studied
with overlapping pump and probe pulses. In Sect. 3.8.3, studies are discussed that
demonstrated this possibility on atomic krypton exposed to an intense NIR pulse.

3.8.1 Decoherence in attosecond photoionization
Correlation eﬀects can appear in the most fundamental processes like photoionization.
Closely connected is the question to which degree a coherent hole wavepacket can be
initiated in the ion and how correlations between the photoelectron and the ion may
aﬀect the ionic state. As we known, ionization is not an instantaneous process and
the photoelectron needs a ﬁnite amount of time to separate from the ion. During this
ﬁnite time window, the electron is still close to the ion and via electron-electron interactions, the photoelectron can change the ionic state. Such an interaction entangles
the electronic wavefunction with the ionic wavefunction. This ionization process can
be also viewed in a system + bath picture, where the parent ion is the system and
the ionized electron is the bath [332]. Note that the bath is in this case the smaller
subsystem (contrary to common system-bath scenarios in chemistry where the bath is
the chemical environment). It is well-known from system-bath models that the interaction between the two subsystems inﬂuences, or more precisely reduces, the coherent
properties within each subsystem. Exactly the same is true for photoionization.
From a theoretical point of view, two common approximations have to be abandoned to be able to describe an entanglement between ion and photoelectron. First,
the sudden approximation cannot be made, which assumes that the ionized electron
is instantaneously removed from the ion and no interaction between the ionized electron and the ion is possible. Second, the remaining N − 1 electrons in the ion cannot
be assumed to be spectators which are frozen during the ionization process. The ion
has to be described as a multi-level system such that the state of the ion is able to
change due to the residual Coulomb interaction with the photoelectron. The TDCIS
approach is, here, ideal to describe these correlation dynamics. In photoionization,
this change in the ionic state is known as interchannel coupling (see Sect. 3.2 for a
detailed discussion). If the interaction with the photoelectron does not change the
ionic state, the entanglement between the electron and the ion is strongly reduced
and the coherence in the ionic subsystem is preserved.
Atomic xenon is chosen to demonstrate the importance of interchannel coupling
eﬀects in ultrafast photoionization. Here, the principal idea is to create a dynamical hole wavepacket in singly ionized xenon. The energetically most favorable option
(ignoring spin-orbit splitting) for creating a coherent hole state via one-photon ionization with linearly polarized light is through a superposition of the ionic states
−1
, where 4d0 and 5s refer to the occupied orbitals the ionized electron
4d−1
0 and 5s
originates from. The ﬁnale state of the photoelectron must be the same to be able
to create a coherent hole wavepacket in the ion. This is necessary, since it must be
impossible to tell from which orbital the electron came. Since linearly polarized light
is used, the angular momentum projections ml of both occupied orbitals must be the
same. The angular momentum l of both orbitals must be the same or diﬀer by 2,
since photoionization always changes l of the electron by 1.
The ﬁnal energy of the photoelectron must also be indistinguishable for the two
channels. This is only possible when the spectral bandwidth of the pulse is larger
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Fig. 3.18. The dynamical behavior of the degree of coherence gI,J (t) between the ionic states
I = 4d−1
and J = 5s−1 is shown for diﬀerent pulse durations. The mean photon energy is
0
kept ﬁxed at 136 eV. The ﬁnal degree of coherence at 1 fs after the pulse is projected onto a
2D graph shown on the right. The ﬁgure is taken from Ref. [329]. © 2011 American Physical
Society (APS).

than the energy diﬀerence between both ionic states. In xenon, the energy diﬀerence
−1
is ≈50 eV. For a Fourier-limited Gaussian pulse
between the ionic states 4d−1
0 and 5s
that means a full-width-half-maximum (FWHM) duration of ≈ 36 as. To classify the
entanglement between the parent ion and the photoelectron, the lack of coherence
(i.e., decoherence) in the ionic subsystem is investigated. The degree of coherence
gI,J (t) between the two ionic states I and J is given by
 IDM 

ρ
I,J (t)
gI,J (t) = 
,
(3.36)
IDM
ρIDM
I,I (t)ρJ,J (t)
where gI,J = 1 stands for perfect coherence and gI,J = 0 stands for a perfectly
incoherent system. In Fig. 3.18, the degree of coherence between the ionic states 4d−1
0
and 5s−1 is shown as a function of time for diﬀerent pulse durations. The mean photon
energy is kept constant at 136 eV, well above the ionization potential of the 4d0 and
5s orbital (75 eV and 25 eV, respectively).
There are several interesting aspects encoded in Fig. 3.18. First, the initial (t = 0)
and the ﬁnal (t = 1 f s) degrees of coherence decrease for long pulse durations. This
drop is well understood and is directly related to how well the spectral bandwidth of
−1
. For longer pulses, the
the pulse can cover the energy diﬀerence between 4d−1
0 and 5s
spectral bandwidth decreases such that it becomes possible to determine energetically
from which orbital the photoelectron came.
Second, the initial degree of coherence at t = 0 increases monotonically with
shorter pulses. When the spectral bandwidth becomes larger than the energy diﬀerence between the ionic states, gI,J (0) approaches perfect coherence. Third, interchannel coupling destroys this initial coherence by entangling the photoelectron with the
ion. When interchannel interactions are switched oﬀ, the high initial degree of coherence is preserved for later times (see Fig. 4 in Ref. [329]). For very short pulses in
particular, the ionization dynamics of the electron becomes strongly entangled with
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the ion. Consequently, the ionic coherence starts to drop directly after the pulse. The
oscillations in gI,J (t) also indicate that there exists a strong, dynamic interaction
between the ion and the photoelectron.
The reason why interchannel coupling increases in importance for ultrashort pulses
lies in the nature of the broad spectrum. Even though the mean photon energy is
suﬃciently large, there exist many energetically lower photons in the broad spectrum,
which result in a photoelectron with almost no kinetic energy. Thes low energy part of
the photoelectron does strongly interact with the parent ion and leads to an enhanced
entanglement. Our studies on the degree of coherence as a function of the mean
photon energy with a ﬁxed spectral bandwidth (see Fig. 3 in Ref. [329]) conﬁrm that
the enhanced entanglement is due to the low rather than the high energy part of the
photoelectron.
The lesson learned from this study is that the required spectral bandwidth needed
to create a coherent superposition is not suﬃcient to ensure that the hole wavepacket
in the ion is coherent. Besides the interest in understanding fundamental processes,
the question whether or not it is possible to create a coherent hole wavepacket in an
ion via photoionization is of wider interest.
In molecular systems, where the valence-shells are highly delocalized, the hole
dynamics can be quite complex [336,337]. Creating a coherent hole wavepacket is
important for the subsequent dynamics. Without coherences (between the exact ionic
eigenstates) no hole motion can exists. It has been shown that higher order correlation
eﬀects within the ion can also be a driver of hole dynamics [338]. Transient absorption
spectroscopy is an ideal tool to study these hole motions. In combination with UV and
even more so with x-ray light, it is possible to probe local, site-speciﬁc consequences
of the delocalized electronic motion in molecules [339, 340].

3.8.2 Multiorbital and multipole eﬀects in the HHG spectrum of argon
Multiorbital eﬀects and particularly interchannel eﬀects are well known in photoionization (cf. Sect. 3.2). They lead to strong modiﬁcation in the partial cross sections
of valence and inner-shell orbitals. The coherent properties of the ion are also inﬂuenced by interchannel interactions as discussed in Sect. 3.8.1. In the tunnel ionization
regime, it has been shown that the electron can come from multiple orbitals [253, 301].
Tunnel ionization and recombination are the ﬁrst and the last step of HHG, respectively. Therefore, it is quite natural to ask to which extent multiorbital eﬀects have
to be considered in HHG, where they are normally neglected (cf. Sect. 3.4).
In molecular systems, multi-orbital contributions to the HHG spectrum have been
observed as a function of alignment angle [263]. In atomic systems, multiorbital eﬀects
are generally less important due to the higher orbital symmetries and the larger energy
splittings between them. However, this does not mean they are absolutely absent,
and the larger the atom the more prominent are multiorbital eﬀects. For example,
the HHG spectrum of xenon can only be understood when interchannel interactions
between the 4d and 5p orbitals are taken into consideration (see Fig. 3.13).
Multiorbital as well as multipole eﬀects in the HHG spectrum as been investigated
on atomic argon [273]. Argon is an ideal atom, since, with 18 electrons, it is not one of
the lightest noble gas atoms 12 . Additionally, in the photoionization cross section and
also in the HHG spectrum of argon there exists a special feature called the Cooper
minimum, which can be used as a marker to help quantify diﬀerences between models.
Note that the existence of the Cooper minimum is not a result of multiorbital eﬀects
12
The calculations for heavier atoms, like krypton and xenon, are more costly, since for
large HHG cut-oﬀ energies the 3d and 4d orbitals have to be considered, respectively.
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Fig. 3.19. (a) The HHG spectrum S(ω) and the ground state depopulation 1 − ρ0 of Ar
are shown for diﬀerent combinations of active occupied orbitals and approximations of the
residual Coulomb interaction. Diﬀerent sets of active occupied orbitals are compared for the
full and the symmetrized version of Ĥ1 . (b) The ratio of the hole populations 3p−1
and
0
−1
3p−1
is shown as a function of time. These ﬁgures are taken from Ref. [273]. © 2012
−1 + 3p1
American Physical Society (APS).

but its position and shape are. Multipole eﬀects are normally ignored in atoms, where
the eﬀective potential of the active electron is modeled as spherically symmetric [see
Eq. (3.27)]. Since the electron gets mainly ionized out of the m = 0 orbital, the remaining ion is predominantly in the Pm=0 state. Consequently, the resulting Coulomb
potential of the ion has, at short range, a quadrupolar rather than a spherically symmetric character. To simulate a spherically symmetric potential, the residual Coulomb
interaction H1 is averaged over all orbital magnetic quantum numbers (for details see
Ref. [273]). The spherical averaging has the additional consequence that interchannel
interactions drop out of the spherically symmetrized Ĥ1 . Hence, the symmetrized Ĥ1
includes only intrachannel interactions.
Both multiorbital and multipole eﬀects are investigated separately. First, multiorbital eﬀects are studied by allowing ionization out of 3s and all 3p orbitals, out of all
3p only, or out of 3p0 only. Second, multipole eﬀects are studied by using interchannel and intrachannel interactions, only intrachannel interactions, and the spherically
symmetric intrachannel version of Ĥ1 . In Fig. 3.19a, the HHG spectrum and the
ground state depopulation are compared for a single-orbital (3p0 ) and a multiorbital
(3s and all 3p) model of argon. When the symmetrized residual Coulomb interaction
is used, the diﬀerences in the HHG are very small indicating that the 3p0 orbital is
the dominant contributer to the HHG spectrum. When interchannel interactions are
included in the calculations, the HHG spectrum becomes sensitive to whether or not
the orbitals 3p±1 are considered. The inﬂuence of 3s is minimal and can be ignored.
The direct contributions of 3p±1 are negligible but their indirect inﬂuence on 3p0 is
not. In the energy region of 30–50 eV, the HHG spectrum is enhanced by interchannel
interactions by up to one order of magnitude.
In Fig. 3.19b, the population ratio between the orbitals 3p±1 and 3p0 is shown as
a function of time during NIR driving ﬁeld, which is centered around t = 0 and has
a FWHM-width of 10 fs. Interestingly, the ratio decreases monotonically (up to the
oscillations synchronized with the electric ﬁeld). The low ﬁnal ratio illustrates that
mainly 3p0 gets ionized. Small ﬁnal hole populations in 3p±1 , which are often used as
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an argument to ignore these channels, are not as small during the pulse (relative to
the 3p0 population) as shown in Fig. 3.19b. Taking additionally interchannel coupling
eﬀects into account shows that the population-based argumentation of excluding the
np±1 orbitals is not universally valid and has to be used with caution. Also in atomic
xenon, it is due to the interchannel eﬀects that the 4d orbitals cannot be neglected
even though they are deeply bound and the direct contributions of 4d are negligible.
3.8.3 Attosecond transient absorption spectroscopy for overlapping pump and
probe pulses
In Sect. 3.6, the basic ideas of attosecond transient absorption spectroscopy (ATAS)
have been discussed. ATAS is an ideal probe for studying the electronic dynamics
in the parent ion. The high time resolution accompanying ATAS makes it possible
to study ultrafast electronic motion on a subfemtosecond time scale. Since an optical cycle of 800 nm (NIR) is 2.6 fs, subcycle ionization dynamics can be studied as
demonstrated in Ref. [253] with atomic krypton.
The ﬁnal degree of coherence of g = 0.85 ± 0.05 that has been experimentally
achieved agrees with the TDCIS predictions of g = 0.82 after taking into account
propagation eﬀects, which increase the degree of coherence measured at the detector
by up to 14% (g = 0.72 before propagation eﬀects). In order to theoretically study the
±1/2
±1/2
coherences between the ionic states [4p1/2 ]−1 and [4p3/2 ]−1 , the xcid package was
extended to include spin-orbit eﬀects in the occupied orbitals13 . The exact residual
Coulomb interaction, Ĥ1 , has also been included to account for coherence losses due
to interchannel eﬀects.
For well separated and non-overlapping pump and probe pulses, the three
−1
→
transient absorption lines in Kr+ corresponding to the transitions [4pm
3/2 ]
m −1
m −1
m −1
m −1
m −1
[3d5/2 ] , [4p1/2 ]
→ [3d3/2 ] , and [4p3/2 ]
→ [3d3/2 ]
(see Fig. 3.20) contain
all information about the tunnel-ionized Kr+ ion with a hole in the 4pj orbital manifold. As theoretically [305] and experimentally [301] shown, this information can be
used to reconstruct the full ion density matrix (IDM). Establishing a direct mapping between the transient absorption spectrum and the instantaneous IDM requires
that the ionized electron does not inﬂuence the ion during and after the probe step.
This condition does not hold anymore when the pump step (i.e., tunnel ionization)
is probed, since the ionized electron as well as the pump ﬁeld itself inﬂuence the ion
state. Therefore, it is not clear to which extent the instantaneous IDM can be probed
during the ionization process.
Additionally, strong modiﬁcation of the transient absorption spectrum has been
observed during tunnel ionization (see Fig. 3.20) indicating that the krypton ion
cannot be treated as isolated and ﬁeld-free. Both aspects arising with probing the
tunnel ionization process are have been addressed [328].
The comparison between the hole populations obtained from a calculated transient
absorption spectrum and the corresponding instantaneous hole populations revealed
that the obtained hole populations match quite well with the instantaneous ones. A
delay in the extracted hole motion of up to 200 as was found (see Fig. 5 in Ref. [328]).
Beside the question of population dynamics, a new phenomenon has been identiﬁed
during the ionization process. The transition lines do not just rise in strength as the
hole populations do. They also show strong deformations in their shape as shown
in Fig. 3.20. Before trying to understand where these deformations come from it
is important to understand the basic mechanism behind the transient absorption
spectrum.
13

The notation of the ionic states is explained in Sect. 3.6.
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Fig. 3.20. Attosecond transient absorption spectrum of krypton during tunnel ionization is
shown as a function of photon energy ω and pump-probe delay τ . The ﬁgure is taken from
Ref. [328]. © 2012 American Physical Society (APS).

The reduction in transmitted photons can also be described in a semi-classical
picture, where the electric ﬁeld is not quantized and treated as a classical ﬁeld. In
classical electrodynamics, the Larmor formula describes the generation of radiation
due to the acceleration of charged particles [139]. Quantum mechanically, the electron
motion is captured in the dipole moment ẑ (t). The generated and the absorbed radiation of an ion is, therefore, determined by the dynamics of the ionic dipole moment
ẑion (t). A ﬁeld-independent photoionization cross section σ(ω) (see Sect. 3.2) reads
in terms of the ionic dipole moment


ẑion (ω)
,
(3.37)
σ(ω) = 4π α ω Im
E(ω)
where ω is the photon energy and E(ω) is the spectrum of the incident electric ﬁeld.
In the case of absorption, the ionic dipole, ẑion (t) ∝ sin(ω0 t), oscillates 180◦ out
of phase with respect to E(t) such that the spectral strength E(ω0 ) gets reduced for
the speciﬁc oscillation frequency ω0 . If the dipole oscillates in phase, the electric ﬁeld
gets enhanced leading to an emitting behavior. The energetically lowest absorption
−1
−1
→ [3dm
in Fig. 3.20 shows a purely absorbing (Lorentzian) behavior
line [4pm
3/2 ]
5/2 ]
when pump and probe pulses do not overlap14 . The widths of the transition lines are
determined by the lifetime of the 3d−1 ionic states and the detector resolution.
When the phase shift φ in the oscillating ionic dipole [ẑ (t) ∝ sin(ω0 t + φ)] is not
a multiple of π, the transition line shapes are not Lorentzian anymore (see Fig. 3.21a
for τ = 0). Figure 3.21a shows cuts of the transient absorption spectrum of Fig. 3.20
for the pump-probe delays τ = 0, 2.4 fs. At τ = 0 fs, the NIR ﬁeld peaks and all
three transition lines are strongly deformed. The ionic phase shifts φ(τ ) are shown in
Fig. 3.21b for the energetically smallest and largest transition lines. They are obtained
from the TDCIS results by ﬁtting Eq. (3.37) with ẑion (t) = z0 sin(ω t + φ) for each
−1
pump-probe delay. The increasing phase shift in the 4p−1
3/2 → 3d3/2 transition for
−1
large τ is due to the coherent superposition of the ionic states 4p−1
3/2 and 4p1/2 (see
Sect. 3.6). There are three mechanisms that could contribute to φ:
1. the quadratic Stark shift of the ionic energy levels due to the high electric ﬁeld
strength of the ionizing pulse,
14

The other two absorption lines do not show purely absorbing behavior due to coherences
±1/2
±1/2
between the ionic states [4p1/2 ]−1 and [4p3/2 ]−1 (see Sect. 3.6).
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Fig. 3.21. (a) The calculated atomic cross sections (red solid line), the measured cross
sections (green dashed line), and the ﬁt obtained from a simpliﬁed oscillating dipole model
(yellow dotted line) are shown for the pump-probe delays τ = 0 fs and τ = 2.4 fs, respectively.
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3/2 → 3d5/2 (red
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solid line) and 4p3/2 → 3d3/2 (green dashed line) are shown. The ﬁgures are taken from
Ref. [328]. © 2012 American Physical Society (APS).

2. the residual Coulomb interaction between the ion and the electron,
3. ﬁeld-driven coupling between the freed electron and the parent ion via the neutral
ground state Φ0 .
It was found that the inﬂuence of the residual Coulomb interaction on φ is negligibly
small. The ionic Stark shift is quite large for each ionic state. However, what matters
are the diﬀerences in the energy shifts between the ionic states such that the transition
energy gets modiﬁed. Even though the absolute energy shifts could be as large as 1 eV,
the relative energy diﬀerences do not change by more than 100 meV, which leads to
π
. The phase shift shown in Fig. 3.21b is, however,
a maximum phase shift of ≈ 10
much larger such that the only possible mechanism is the ﬁeld-driven dressing of the
neutral ground state. The large phase shifts disappear when the ﬁeld-driven coupling
to the neutral ground state is immediately switched oﬀ after the ion has been probed
(see Fig. 9 in Ref. [328]). Interestingly, the electric ﬁeld cannot directly couple the
ion with the ionized electron. Only via the neutral ground state (i.e., Φ0 | ẑ |Φai )
is it possible to create a ﬁeld-driven correlation interaction the ionic and electronic
subsystems.
This study has shown that attosecond transient absorption spectroscopy is a versatile technique to investigate ultrafast electronic motion. It can be used to probe
the electronic state of the ionic subsystem, and at the same time it is sensitive to
interactions of the ionic subsystem with the environment.

4 Summary
Ultrafast sciences are young and rapidly developing. The characteristic time scales
of electronic and nuclear dynamics range from picoseconds (10−12 s) to attoseconds
(10−18 s). No mechanical and electronic devices operate on such time scales. Therefore, the only way to investigate this nanoworld is by literately shining light on it.
Within the last decade tremendous technological progress has been made in generating short and shorter pulses, and at the same time possessing better control of their
shape and timing with respect to other pulses. These are essential prerequisites for
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watching and controlling ultrafast motions of atoms and molecules. Along with the
reduction in the pulse duration comes a steady increase in the photon energy of these
pulses. This wide tunability makes it possible to study a vast range of motions spanning from molecular rotations and vibrations to electronic dynamics of outer-valence,
inner-shell, or even core electrons.
On the theoretical side, much progress has also been made in tackling the challenges that emerge in the ultrafast world. Many dynamics triggered by light pulses
lead to complex motions requiring a large conﬁguration space in order to fully capture the motion. Laser alignment of molecules or the high-harmonic generation (HHG)
process are two examples where high rotational states with angular momenta J > 50
are needed to accurately describe the underlying dynamics. The large variety of pulse
durations, intensities, and photon energies make it diﬃcult to develop a theoretical
model that can cope with all the possible kinds of dynamics that can be triggered
by such a large range of pulse parameters. Particularly challenging are laser-matter
interactions that cannot be treated perturbatively, such as strong-ﬁeld ionization or
non-adiabatic alignment of molecules in three dimensions.
In this review, two prominent classes of ultrafast dynamics have been discussed:
– laser-alignment dynamics of molecules,
– ultrafast ionization dynamics of noble gas atoms,
where the characteristic time scale of molecular rotations is in the picosecond range,
and ionization dynamics happens on the scale of attoseconds to a few femtoseconds.
In order to describe a large variety of pulse interactions with the molecule or atom, the
corresponding Schrödinger equation has to be solved by an explicit time propagation.
Solving numerically the time-dependent Schrödinger equation is computationally demanding but, therefore, also more general. Exploiting the underlying symmetries has
proven to be essential in making these calculations more feasible and pushing them
even further. Often speed-ups of a factor 2 or more can be easily achieved.

4.1 Laser alignment of molecules
The rotational motion of molecules is triggered by non-resonant laser pulses. The
induced dipole moment in the molecule interacts with the electric ﬁeld of the pulse
and creates an angle-dependent potential, which forces the molecules to be aligned
in the polarization direction(s) of the pulse. Using pulses that are short or long with
respect to the rotational dynamics allows the generation of complex rotational motions. Combinations of several short pulses, long and short pulses, or static and optical ﬁelds are also exploited. This is often done to maximize the degree of alignment
without ionizing the molecule. Multi-pulse methods have been predominantly used
to study impulsive alignment dynamics of linear or symmetric-top molecules due to
their unique alignment dynamics. Impulsive alignment oﬀers the possibility to study
these aligned molecules under ﬁeld-free conditions. This is particularly interesting for
strong-ﬁeld or attosecond experiments on molecular systems where the alignment is
needed but the subsequent processes should not be disturbed by the presence of an
aligning laser pulse.
In the case of asymmetric-top molecules, standard multi-pulse schemes, which
are used to align symmetric-top molecules in 1D, cannot be easily applied to 3D
alignment. Just replacing elliptically polarized pulses with linearly polarized pulses
is not enough to impulsively align asymmetric-top molecules in 3D. Particularly, the
rotational revival feature of linear and symmetric-top molecules does not exist in
asymmetric-top molecules. Even though asymmetric-top molecules can show some
kind of revival behavior, the dephasing between rotational states is too rapid to be
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recoverable by a subsequent pulse. The only promising multi-pulse approach that
can overcome the rapid dephasing is a fast sequence of pulses very closely spaced to
each other. The number of pulses is unfortunately limited because the spacing between them has to decrease with every pulse since the rotational dynamics becomes
faster and faster. Studies on SO2 have shown that the alignment of the most and
the second most polarizable axes increases with the number of pulses. The degree of
alignment of the third axis is, however, almost unchanged from its initial isotropic
value.
Aligning molecules is not done out of self-interest. Aligning molecules is essential
for many experiments. Hence, the understanding of alignment motion is crucial to
ﬁnd new ways of improving the alignment even further. All kinds of laser-matter interactions are highly dependent on the relative alignment/orientation of the molecule.
This can be seen in the alignment dependence of the HHG spectrum, and also in x-ray
diﬀraction studies of laser-aligned molecules. Investigations of x-ray diﬀraction from
laser-aligned naphthalene molecules have shown that the degree of 3D alignment is
essential for getting useful, high-Q diﬀraction information needed to reconstruct the
molecular
 2  structure with atomic resolution. For naphthalene, degrees of alignment of
cos θ > 0.9 are needed to resolve atomic positions. This can only be achieved with
adiabatic alignment at the moment, since impulsive alignment schemes for asymmetric molecules do not reach this high degree of alignment.
Finite rotational temperatures of the gas phase molecules are the main cause
of a reduced alignment quality. Temperatures below 1 K are required to achieve
the necessary alignment, since the maximum intensity of the adiabatic alignment
pulse cannot be arbitrarily high. If the pulse intensity exceeds the tunnel ionization
threshold, naphthalene molecules start to get ionized. As long as the x-ray pulse
duration is comparable or shorter than the alignment dynamics, the eﬀective resolution in the reconstruction is not aﬀected by the ﬁnite pulse duration. Studies have
shown that at rotational temperatures of 1 K it is possible to image molecular structure with a resolution such that the two-ring structure of naphthalene is visible. At
temperatures of T = 10 mK, the position of the individual carbon atoms starts to
emerge.
4.2 Ultrafast ionization processes in noble gas atoms
When the pulse intensity reaches values of 1013 –1014 W/cm2 , the electric ﬁeld is so
strong that an electron can be ripped out from an atom. This ionized electron can
strongly interact with the ion and changes its state as long as it is in the vicinity
of the ion. Studying these types of eﬀects requires a multichannel theory such as
time-dependent conﬁguration-interaction singles (TDCIS). TDCIS combines the oneelectron nature of many strong-ﬁeld processes with electronic structure theory, where
correlation eﬀects between electrons are included that go beyond the independent
particle model.
HHG is a very prominent mechanism connecting strong-ﬁeld physics with attosecond physics. Nowadays, HHG is not just used as a tool to produce UV
attosecond pulses; the HHG spectrum itself has moved into the scientiﬁc focus. It
can provide information about the electronic structure and electronic motion. To
successfully investigate the electronic structure, it is essential that correlation effects are included in the theoretical analyses. Our ﬁndings on the HHG spectrum
of argon demonstrate that multi-orbital and multipole eﬀects have to be included
in the theory. Not doing so can lead to HHG yields that are up to one order
of magnitude oﬀ. The HHG cut-oﬀ region seems to be quite robust to these effects but at lower energies the changes can be signiﬁcant. In argon, the benchmark was the position and the shape around the characteristic Cooper minimum.
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Similar to the giant dipole resonance in xenon, the existence of the Cooper minimum is not a multielectron eﬀect. But its strength, shape, position, and indirect
side eﬀects in neighboring subshells depend strongly on multielectron and correlation
eﬀects.
Ultrafast correlation dynamics have been investigated in several studies. In the
case of photoionization correlation eﬀects introduce new decoherence phenomena in
the ionic system. The photoelectron (particularly the slower ones) interacts with the
parent ion during its detachment–a process neglected in the sudden approximation.
The energy gained by the photoelectron due to absorption of a photon can be redistributed between the electron and the ion via the residual Coulomb interaction. Such
an energy exchange (known as interchannel eﬀects) leads subsequently to an entanglement between the photoelectron and the ion. If at some later stage only the ionic
subsystem is probed (e.g., with transient absorption spectroscopy), one ﬁnds that the
ionic state is not in a pure state–meaning it cannot be described by a coherent ionic
wavefunction and is only fully characterized by a density matrix description. The entanglement between the photoelectron and the ion naturally results in a reduction in
the coherences of the subsystems. Particularly slow photoelectrons do strongly interact with the ion. Ultrashort pulses with broad spectral bandwidths create both slow
and fast photoelectrons. The increase in slow photoelectrons with broader spectral
bandwidths reduces the decoherence in the ionic subsystem despite the fact that the
broad spectrum is favorable for the creation of a coherent hole wavepacket in the ion.
If no interchannel eﬀects occur during ionization, the electron-ion entanglement is
strongly reduced and the ultrashort pulse triggers an almost perfectly coherent hole
motion.
The possible degree of coherence that can be generated via photoionization is
highly interesting. Photoionization is the ﬁrst step in launching a hole wavepacket.
In molecular systems, the hole dynamics can be quite complex and are not restricted to the atomic site where it was initiated. After some time, the ionic hole
may have traveled to a diﬀerent atomic site in the molecule where it can inﬂuence
site-speciﬁc chemical reactions; a situation which has already been observed in recent
experiments.
The preparatory ionization process as well as the subsequent hole motion in the
ion can be investigated by transient absorption spectroscopy. Not only can the ionic
population be studied time-dependently, but also the phase relations between ionic
states can be measured. Studies on atomic krypton have shown that access to the
relative phase makes it possible to directly probe ﬁeld-driven interactions. During the
tunnel ionization of krypton, the ﬁeld-driven interaction between the ion and the freed
electron via the neutral ground state results in strong deformations in the shapes of
the absorption lines in the transient absorption spectrum.
Transient absorption spectroscopy, together with complementary techniques such
as streaking, opens the door to the ultrafast world of both partners–the photoelectron and the ion–and the interaction between them. Combined with the control of molecular alignment, not just atomic but also molecular dynamics can be
studied.

5 Outlook
5.1 Ultrafast ionization processes in noble gas atoms
The rapid progress in the last years of strong-ﬁeld and attosecond physics can be
expected to continue in the next years to come. The steady push towards shorter
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pulses and higher photon energies from the HHG side as well as from big facilities,
namely the development of free-electron lasers (FELs) in the UV (e.g., FLASH) and
in the x-ray regime (e.g., LCLS, SACLA, and the European XFEL), pave the way
for a wide range of coherent pump-probe experiments on femtosecond and attosecond
time scales.
Transient absorption spectroscopy with femtosecond x-ray pulses would allow the
probing of delocalized valence hole dynamics in molecules at speciﬁc atom sites by
tuning the x-ray energy near element-speciﬁc absorption edges. Also nuclear motion
and its interplay with electronic excitations, leading to non-Born-Oppenheimer dynamics, can be studied on a few femtosecond time scale. On a picosecond time scale,
structural deformations have already been measured in metal-ligand complexes. Here,
additional dynamics in the spin degrees of freedom occur that are less common in
closed-shell systems.
The theoretical, or more precisely the numerical, demand in solving a molecular
system is much more challenging than for an atomic closed-shell system. The great
advantage that comes with a spherically symmetric object is then lost and the angular part of the wavefunction no longer factorizes from the radial part. For elliptically
polarized pulses, this radial-angular factorization is lost as well, regardless of the system symmetry. Elliptically or circularly polarized light introduces new dynamics in
the angular projection M . Particularly for magnetic (open-shell) systems, circularly
polarized light is ideal for studying magnetic and spin dynamics. Therefore, the extension of the xcid package to circularly and elliptically polarized pulses opens the
possibility of studying new classes of motion that are not possible in the current version of the program.
Molecular systems, however, oﬀer a much richer electronic motion, potentially
coupled to vibrational or rotational degrees of freedom. The single-active electron
picture, which works quite well for closed-shell atoms, becomes less and less appropriate for larger molecular systems. A theoretical description of a dynamical process
with several active electrons (e.g., TDCISD) is on the other hand very challenging.
Therefore, most studies that included rigorously multi-electron dynamics focus on the
smallest two-electron system–helium.
In strong-ﬁeld processes, it is necessary on the one side to describe delocalized
continuum states. On the other side, it is not always necessary to include high order
correlations, as done in higher order conﬁguration-interaction (CI) approaches. The
idea of reducing the correlation dynamics but leaving the degrees of freedom for the
spatial and momentum dynamics untouched can be realized in a multi-conﬁguration
time-dependent Hartree-Fock (MCTDHF) ansatz. In MCTDHF, conﬁguration coefﬁcients as well as one-particle orbitals are time-dependent. The advantage of timedependent orbitals is that the conﬁguration space is dynamically optimized, which
keeps the number of needed conﬁgurations small. Within this smaller dynamical conﬁguration space, a full CI (FCI) is performed.
Instead of performing a FCI within this dynamics subspace, which might be quite
challenging for ultrafast scenarios, it seems more attractive to do a lower order CI
like CIS. This idea of merging the MCTDHF logic with a TDCIS ansatz seems to
be more promising and especially a much more feasible approach for extending the
current xcid package. In addition to the common set of equations of motion for the
conﬁguration coeﬃcients, a new set of equations emerges for the time-dependent orbitals. With such an approach, the remaining electrons in an ion are now allowed to
adjust to the removal of the N th electron without the need to introduce higher-order
correlation classes. Already the polarizability studies of Kr+ have shown that the
spatial adjustments of the orbitals rather than higher correlation eﬀects are crucial
for obtaining more reliable results.
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5.2 Laser alignment of molecules
For strong-ﬁeld and attosecond experiments with molecular systems, the alignment
or even the orientation of the molecule becomes an important aspect. Unfortunately,
despite the fact that the polarizability increases with system size, larger molecules
become more and more diﬃcult to align. The growing negative inﬂuence of the ﬁnite rotational temperature outpaces the positive eﬀect of the polarizability. Larger
molecular are also less stiﬀ than smaller ones. This means that larger molecules
more easily get deformed by an external ﬁeld making the rigid-rotor approximation
questionable.
Furthermore, the polarizability tensor is generally not diagonal in the principal
axes of inertia. Only for small molecules with high internal symmetries (e.g., SO2 or
naphthalene) are the polarizability tensor and the moment of inertia tensor diagonal
in the same body-ﬁxed frame. The larger the molecules, the less likely it is that
these two sets of reference frames coincide. This creates two kinds of challenges for
larger molecules. First, the alignment dynamics becomes more challenging, since the
molecule rotates around the moment of inertia axes but the aligning ﬁeld forces the
molecule to align to the polarizability axes. Therefore, it is not clear to which extent
current techniques are still suitable for large molecules. Second, the computational
challenge grows as well. The increased complexity in the alignment dynamics gets
reﬂected onto the more complex dynamics of the angular momentum projection K,
which no longer changes in steps of 2 but rather of 1, doubling the number of accessible
rotational states.
Another interesting extension for the xalmo package is the possibility to treat
longer wavelengths, where the alignment motion cannot be averaged over a cycle
period of the aligning laser pulse. Such pulses can orient polar molecules. From the
numerical point of view, this leads to another loss of symmetry in the angular projection M , which would not change in steps of 2 anymore. Together with the loss
in symmetry of the K quantum number for large molecules, the numerical demand
is signiﬁcantly increased in comparison to the alignment studies presented here. Despite the challenges, this extension would oﬀer new opportunities to discover novel
alignment dynamics schemes that boost the eﬃciency of aligning and/or orienting
molecules.
5.3 Overall perspective
From rotational motion of molecules down to single electronic excitations, a wide
range of nanoscale dynamics can nowadays be probed and controlled by ultrafast
pulses, and the possibilities continue to expand to even more complicated systems.
With the advent of FELs, intense femtosecond UV and x-ray (short wavelength)
pulses became available. Pump-probe experiments in the UV and x-ray regimes can
target atom-speciﬁc electronic dynamics. Particularly for molecules, this raises the
tantalizing prospect of controlling chemical reactions by triggering the break-up and
formation of bonds. Optical and NIR (long wavelength) pulses, on the other hand,
provide unmatched spatial and temporal coherence properties. Due to the high degree
of coherence, electron motion on an attosecond scale can be revealed with techniques
like attosecond streaking. Optical pulses can also be used to probe structural information via high harmonic generation. With more moderate intensities, optical pulses
control the rotational dynamics of molecules. By continuing the rapid progress experimentally and theoretically, the dream of making a molecular movie and watching
electrons and atoms move might become a reality sooner than we think.
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